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A British Product 

For Personal Cabin Use 
THE EDDYSTONE '670' Marine receiver HAS BEEN SPECIALLY DESIGNED 

FOR USE ON BOARD SHIP. IT OPERATES EQUALLY WELL FROM A.C. OR D.C. MAINS AND THE 

PERFORMANCE, BOTH IN RANGE AND TONE, IS MUCH SUPERIOR TO AN ORDINARY DOMESTIC 

RECEIVER. MANY SHIPS NOW CARRY THIS SET AND, FOR RELIABLE ENTERTAINMENT, YOU 

TOO ,SHOULD CONSIDER HAVING A • 670' OF YOUR OWN 

Contact the sole agents in Aden, 

Said Ahmed O. Bazara & Bros. 
IMPORTERS AND EXPORTERS 

GENERAL MERCHANTS AND COMMISSION AGENTS 

Aden • Arabia 
Telephone No. 246 Cable Address: "ALETIHAD" 

Other Specialities include 

COFFEE BEANS PERSIAN CARPETS 

TIMBER GHEE 

INDIAN CARPETS BEDSTEADS, ETC. 

C.IRELAND(Aden)L TD 
Camp, Aden 

MANUFACTURERS' REPRESENTATIVES 

Representing 
GENERAL ACCIDENT FIRE AND LIFE ASSURANCE CORP. LTD. 
HERBERT WHITWORTH LTD. (TEXTILES) 
DELHI CLOTH & GENERAL MILLS CO. LTD. 
C. & E. MORTON LTD. 
L. ROSE & CO. LTD. (LIME JUICE/SQUASHES) 
MACFARLANE LANG & CO. LTD. 
MELTONIAN LTD. 
CADBURY-FRY EXPORT DEPARTMENT 
RECKITT & COLMAN LTD. 
KRAFT FOODS LIMITED 
BROWN & PANK 
COUNty LABORATORIES LIMITED 

(BRYLCREEM, SILVIKRIN, AMAMI PRODUCTS) 
J. C. ENO LIMITED 
MACLEANS LTD. 
BEECHAM (NORTHERN) LTD. 
REMINGTON RAND LTD. 
EDISON SW AN ELECTRIC CO. LTD. 
HERCULES CYCLE & MOTOR CO. LTD. 
JAS. WILLlAMSON &: SON LTD. 
WM. SINCLAIR & SONS (STATIONERS) LTD. 
TAN SAD LTD. 
VONO LIMITED 
S. NOTON LIMITED (TRAVEL CASES) 
WM. R. TODD & SON LTD. (PAINTS AND VARNISHES) 
N. V. POLAK & SCHW ARZ, ZAANDAM 
SLAZENGERS LIMITED 
H. C. STEPHENS LTD. (INKS) 
NUGGET POLISH CO. (SALES) LTD. 
S. F. TURNER LTD., DUDLEY 
OLYMPIA OIL & CAKE CO. LTD. 
SOCIETE DES MONTRES "WEST END" S.A. 
OLLARD WESTCOMBE & CO. LTD., BIRMINGHAM (" CAMEO" BELTS) 
REXEL ( EXPORT) LTD. 
CARPET TRADES LTD. 
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Telegrams: "Besse," Aden. { 

3211 
Telephone: 3212 

3213 

A. BESSE & CO. (ADEN) LTD 
IMPORTERS EXPORTERS GOVERNMENT AND BUILDING 
CONTRACTORS SHIP REPAIRERS REFRIGERATION 

AIR CONDITIONING AND RADIO ENGINEERS 

COFFEE GUMS ·HIDES SKINS 

MANAGING AGENTS OF 

THE HALAL . SHIPPING CO. LTD 
REPRES ENTlNG 

THE SHELL COMPANY OF ADEN LTD 
OWNERS OF 

SOAP FACTORY, MOTOR REPAIR AND SERVICE STATION, Etc. 

ASSOCIATED COMPANIES AND AGENCIES 

A. BESSE & CO. (LONDON) L TD 
106 WESTON STREET 

LONDON, S.E.I 

ETHIOPIA 
ADDIS ABABA 
DIREDAWA 
DESSIE 
HARRAR 

ERITREA 
ASMARA 
MASSAWA 
ASS AB 

FR. SOMALILAND 
DJIBOUTI 

BR. SOMALILAND 
BERBERAH 
HARGEISA 

SOMALIA 
MOGADISCIO 
BUNDER KASSIM 

SUDAN 
PORT SUDAN 

SAUDI ARABIA 
DJEDDAH 

HADRAMAUT 
MUKALLA 
SHEHER 

YEMEN 
HODEIDA 

PROPRIETORS OF 

CRESCENT HOTEL 
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Representing: 
ACROW (ENGINEERS) LTD. 

scaffolding, builders' accessories, rolstore 
storage units 

AERIALITE LTD. 
cables and aerials 

ASSOCIATED BRITISH OIL ENGINES 
(EXPORT) LTD. 

AUSTIN MOTOR EXPORT CORPORATION 
LTD. 

CHR. BECK & SOHNE AG . 
binoculars 

BRITISH ROPES LTD. 
CARRIER CORPORATION 

air conditioning units 
CHLORIDE BATTERIES LTD. 
CHRYSLER CORPORATION 
CIBA 

dyes and pharmaceuticals 
CITRUS BOARD, SOUTH AFRICA 
J. V. DRAKE & CO. LTD. 

sugar 
DURATUBE & WIRE LTD. 
FRANCOLOR 

dyes 
FRANKE & HEIDECKE 

Rolleiflex cameras 
W. A. GILBEY LTD. 

whisky, gin , rum, etc. 
GOODYEAR TYRE & RUBBER EXPORT 

CO. 
P. GOSSEN & CO. 

sixtomat exposure meters 
G RAFLEX INC. 

cameras 
L. G. HARRIS & CO. LTD. 

paint brushes 
HEINEKEN'S LAGERBEER BREWERY CO. 

LTD. 
IMPERIAL CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES LTD. 

dyes, chemicals, pharmaceuticals and 
plastics 

INSURANCE 
THF BRITISH CROWN ASSURANCE 

CORPORATION 
THE LIVERPOOL & LONDON & GLOBE 

INSURANCE CO. LTD. 
THE PRUDENTIAL ASSURANCE CO. 

LTD. 

INTERNATIONAL MARINE RADIO CO. 
LTD. 

INTERNATIONAL PAINTS LTD. 
JAYANT METAL MANUFACTURING CO. 

brass hardware 
JAGUAR CARS LTD. 
KINLOCH DISTILLERY CO. LTD. 
KODAK LTD. 
LANCIA & CO. 

trucks, tanklorries, cars 
ERCOLE MARELLI & CO. 

fans and electrical equipment 
MARTELL & CO. 
MINIMAX LTD. 

fire extinguishers 
NASH KELVINATOR CO. LTD. 

refrigerator and water coolers 
NATIONAL OIL ENGINES (EXPORT) LTD. 
NOILLY PRAT & CIE 
OESTERREICHISCH -AMERIKANISCHE 

MAGNESIT AG. 
Heraklith insulative slabs 

PHILIPS 
radios, lamps, fluorescent lights and fixtures 
and x -ray appliances 

PHILIPS-ROXANE 
pharmaceutical and vitamin products 

ROWNSON, DREW & CLYDESDALE LTD. 
wnitary-ware and fittings 

SANDOZ LTD. 
pharmaceuticals 

SIMPLEX ELECTRIC CO. LTD. 
electrical materials and appliances 

SPARKLETS LTD. 
soda syphons 

SPECIALLOID LTD. 
pistons and piston rings 

SUNBEAM CYCLES L TO. 
CHS. TISSOT & FILS S. A. 

Tissot watches 
UNDERWOOD CORPORATION 

typewriters and business machines 
WILL YS OVERLAND EXPORT 

CORPORATION . 
WINTHROP PRODUCTS LTD. 

pharmaceuticals 

A. BESSE & CO. (ADEN) LTD 
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Paul Hies &; Sons 

(ADEN) LIMITED 
Established 1865 

AFFILIATED COMPANIES AND BRANCHES IN 
FRANCE-Marseille 
ETHIOPIA-Addis Ababa, Dessie, Djimmah, Diredawa 
ERITREA- Asmara, Assab 
FRENCH SOMALILAND-Djibouti 
BRITISH SOMALILAND- Berbera, Hargeisa 
YEMEN- Hodeida 

IMPORIERS : EXPORTERS : GENERAL MERCHANTS : MANUFACTURERS' 
REPRE~ENTATIVES : TRANSIT AND FORWARDING AGENTS : SURVEYING AGENTS 
OF THE COMITE CENTRAL DES ASSUREURS MARlTIMES DE FRANCE : SETTLING 
.\GENTS OF SEVERAL FRENCH INSURANCE COMPANIES : AGENTS OF THE SOUTH 
BRITISH INSURANCE COMPANY FOR ALL CLASSES OF INSURANCE, INCLUDING 

MARINE 

COFFEE AND GUMS HIDES AND SKINS 
REPRESENTING 

ROLLS-ROYCE LIMITED 
(Rolls-Royce and Bentley Cars) 

GENERAL MOTORS CORPORATION 
(Pontiac, Oldsmobile, G.M.C. Trucks) 

CITROEN CARS LTD. 
ADAM OPEL 

(Opel Cars) 
CARL F. W. BORGWARD, G.M.B.H. 

(Cars, Trucks and Buses) 
THE DAIMLER CO. LTD. 

(Cars) 
INNOCENTI S.G. 

(Lambretta Motor Scooters) 
DOMINION RUBBER CO. LTD. 

(Tyres and Tubes) 
SOLEX LTD. 

(Carburettors) 
GENERAL MOTORS- FRIGIDAIRE 

PRODUCTS 
( Refrigerators, Water-coolers, 

Air-conditioning, etc.) 
MASSEY-HARRIS-FERGUSON LTD. 

(Agricultural Machinery) 
CATERPILLAR TRACTOR CO. 

(Tractors, Earth-moving Equipment) 
RANSOMES AND RAPIER LTD. 

(Contractors' Plant, Excavators, 
Mobile Cranes) 

SOCIETE L' AIR LIQUIDE 
(Oxygen and Acetylene Gas) 
F. H. BIDDLE LTD. 
( Air-conditioning · Equipment) 
TELEFUNKEN 
(Radios) 
BROOKE INDUSTRIES LIMITED 
(Ceiling Fans) 
PREMIER ELECTRIC HEATERS LTD. 
(Home Laundry Equipment and 
Household Electric Appliances) 
KEN WOOD MANUFACTURING CO. LTD. 
(Food Mixers) 
DOLLFUS MIEG & CIE 
(D.M.C. Threads) 
BECK & CO. 
( Beck's Beer) 
SOCIETE DES RAFFINERIES 
DE SUCRE DE ST. LOUIS 
(Sugar) 
JlITTORIO NECCHI 
(Sewing Machines) 
OLYMPIA WERKE WEST G.M.B.H. 
(Typewriters and Adding Machines) 
THE LISTER-BLACKSTONE GROUP 
(Petrol and Diesel Engines, 
Generating Sets) 

Fully equipped Workshops and Service Station under expert European supervision. 
WELDING EQUIPMENT, REFRIGERATION EQUIPMENT AND SERVICING 

All mechanical repairs undertaken, including Petrol and Diesel Engines, Radios, Refrigerators, 
Air-conditioning Apparatus, etc. 

Cables: "RIES," ADEN Telephone: 3841-2-3 
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THE 
EASTERN 

Head Office: 

2 and 3 CROSBY SQUARE 

LONDON, E.C.3 

Subscribed Capital 

Paid up Capital 

Reserve Fund 

£2,000,000 

£ 1 ,000,000 

£ 1 ,300,000 

All descriptions of Banking 

and Exchange business undertaken 

Branches in: 

IRAQ, BAHRAIN, DOHA, ADEN 
INDIA, PAKISTAN, CEYLON 
SINGAPORE and MALAYA 

Aden Branch: 

CRATER 

Sub-office: STEAMER POINT 

. ~ 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 HIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII~ 
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L. Savon & Hies 
(AD~N SHIPPING) (jO. LTD. 

(Incorporated in Aden) 

Postal Address: Box No. 1228, CRATER, ADEN 

Cables: .. SAVON," .. SAVRIES," .. MESSAGERIE " Telephone 3841"3 

Shipping Agents Stevedores 

Tug and Lighter Owners · Charterers and 

Coal Bunker Contractors 

Regular 'Service to all Red Sea Ports by own Coastal Vessels. 

London Representatives: 

MOXEY, SAVON & CO. LTD. 

24 St. Mary Axe, LONDON, E.C.l 

ASSOCIATED COMPANIES 

, Addis Ababa Soc. Maritime L. Savon & Ries 
Djibouti } 

Assab 
Hodeidah L. Savon & Ries (Aden Shipping) Co. Ltd. 

Berbera Paul Ries & Sons (Aden) Ltd. 

Alexandria 
Port Said 
Suez 
Cairo 

L. Savon & Co. Ltd. 

AGENTS FOR: 

MESSAGERIES MARITIMES 

LLOYD TRIESTINO 

MAERSK LINE 

CHARGEURS REUNIS 

L. DREYFUS & CIE 

etc., etc. 

BOOKING AGENTS FOR PRINCIPAL AIR LINES 
(I.A.T.A. Agents) 

............ AA ••• A •• A ............. .6 ••• A •• ~ 
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ADEN REFINERY 

At five million tons per annum 

of crude oil capacity 

it is a major unit in the 

great development program 

of a world leader in petroleum ... 

Anglo-Iranian Oil Company 
LIMITED 

BECHTEL 

COR PO R AT ION Los Angeles • SAN FRANCISCO • New York 

BECHTEL INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION 

MIDDLE EAST BECHTEL CORPORATION 

Engineers and Constructors 
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Cables: "Halal," "Besse." ~ Reg. Office, 106 Weston Street 
London. S.E.l. 

IHE HALAL SHIPPING CO. LID 
ADEN 

Managing Agents: A. BESSE & CO. (ADEN) LTD. 

passen---er services froDJ. Aden and Red Sea I)Orts Freight and eo 

SHIPOWNEBS, LIGHTERO\l'NERS 
STEVEDORES, WAREHOUSEMEN 

Representing 
Agence Maritime Internationale 

American Export Lines Inc. 

Holland-Oost-Azie Lijn 

India Steamship Co., Ltd. 

American President Lines 

Deutsche Ost-Afrika Linie 
East Asiatic Co., Ltd. 

Shell Tankers Ltd. 

Swedish East Asia Co., Ltd. 

W. A. Souter & Co., Ltd. 
W"aterman Steamship Corporation 

W ilh. W ilhelmsen, etc. 
Eagle Oil & Shipping Co., Ltd. 

WORKSHOPS 

Glen Line Ltd. 

Crossley Bros. Ltd. (Diesel Engines, etc.) 

Fairmile Construction Co., Ltd. (Barges, Tugs, etc.) 
Ferguson & Timpson Ltd. (Packings & Jointings) 

General Superintendence Co., Ltd. (Cargo surveying, etc.) 

Branches at ASMARA, ASSAB, DJIBOUTI 
BERBERA, MASSA W A and MOGADISCIO 

and agencies at all other ports 

Repairs of every description to ships' hulls: .engines and boilers under
taken under fully qualified European superVISlOn. 

FLOATING DOCK Length 347ft. Breadth 69ft. Draft on sill 18f~. Lifting capacity 2,000 tons. 
Welding equipment and electric lighting avaIlable. 

STEVEDORING Lighterage and Towage. Lighter capacity more than 7,000 ~ons. 

FLEET 

m. v. EL AM IN - - 746 tons gross 
m.v. EL HAK 1,022 
m.v. EL HALAL - - 2,238 

m.v. EL KERYM - 2,067 tons gross 
m.v. EL NABEEL - 1,735 
m.v. EL NASSER - 1,735 

A uxiliary motor dhow service between Aden and southern Red Sea ports 
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MITCHELL COTTS 
REPRESENT I N ADEN 

Biro Swan Ltd. 
W. J. Bush & Co., Ltd. 
Falk, Stadelmann & Co., Ltd. 
Joshua Hoyle & Sons, Ltd. 
Klaver Holland Brewery 
Macdonald & Muir Ltd. 
Toota! Broadhurst Lee & <:0., Ltd. 
Universal Postal Frankers Ltd. 
Co.nsolidated Pneumatic Tool Co., Ltd. 
Frigidaire Ltd. 
Bowater Sales Ltd. 
Johnson & Phillips Ltd . 
Tangyes Ltd. 
General Motors Corporation (Chevrolet, 

Buick, Bedford, Vauxhall) 
Michelin Tyre Co., Ltd. 
Joseph Lucas & Co., Ltd. 
Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Co., Ltd. 
Rover Company Ltd. (Land Rover, Rover 75) 
Bel"ec (Gt. Britain) Ltd. 
The London Assurance 

(Fire, Marine and ACcident) 

SHIPOWNERS 
Atlantic Shipping Agencies, Montreal 
F. Boero, Mogadiscio 
Capeside Steamship Co., Ltd., London 
Fearnley & Eger, Oslo 
A. F. Klaveness & Co., Ltd. 
National Bulk Carriers Inc., New York 
Sabean Utility Corporation 
Sir William Reardon Smith & Sons, Ltd. 
Sun Shipping Co., Ltd. 
The Saint Line Ltd. 
B. J. Sutherland & Co., Ltd. 
Thesens Steamship Co., Ltd. 
Union Maritime Co., Ltd., London 
Wheelock, Marden & Co., Ltd. 
Concordia Line 
Orion Shipping & Trading Co. Inc., New York 
United Towing. Co. 
A. L. Burbank & Co., Ltd., New York 
Prudential Steamship Corporation, U.S.A. 
Shasta Overseas Agency Inc. 
State Marine Corporation 

AIRWAYS DEPARTMENT 
General Sales Agency: Air France 

Correspondents and Booking Agents: 
Aden Airways, B.O.A.C., and all Principal AirHnes 

MITCHELL COTTS & CO. (MIDDLE EIST) LTD 
COTTS HOUSE, CRATER * MAALA HOUSE, MAALA 

ADEN 
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SpaciouS ... Economical 
powerful. .. Superb comfort for five or even 

six passengers • • . outstanding 
performance . . . exceptional 

petrol economy ..... 

hall Value! 
~~Thats~v~a=ux~. ~~~ 

Consult 

Mitchell Cotts 
& Co. (Middle East) Ltd 

VAUXHALL- BEDFORD AGENTS IN ADEN 

BETTER 
ENGINEERING 

BETTER 
SERVICE 
BETTER 
VALUE 

8edfords pay in· every way 
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L~ 
ROYER 

4-WHEEL DRIVE 

Two kinds of versatility 
The 86" wheelbase Land-Rover and its larger companion the 107" 

wheelbase pick-up truck offer two kinds of versatility. Each has four-

wheel drive and a phenomenal performance on or off the road. Both have 

improved all-weather sealing and suspension and comfortable front seat 

accommodation for three. Let us give you a trial run in these exceptionally 

tough and hard working vehicles. 

Distributors: 

MllCHELL COllS & CO e=E) LlD 

L~ 
ROYER 

4-WHEEL DRIVE 

'GO ANYWHERE' 

VEHICLE 

Cotts House, Crater, Aden 
Maala House, Maala, Aden 

MADE B't' THE ROVER COMPANY LIMITED' SOLIHULL BIRMINGHAM also DEVONSHIRE HOUSE' LONDON 

11 



TEL. " COW ASJEE " ESTD. 1854 PHONE: 3401/2/3902 

COWASJEE DINSHAW & BROS. 
steamer Point 

ADEN 

(Branches: BOMBAY, ZANZIBAR. DAR-ES·SALAAM, HODEIDAH, BERBERA, DJIBOUTI) 

Agents for several important shipping companies 

also 

SHIP OWNERS, DRY DOCK OWNERS, TUG AND LIGHTER OWNERS, 

STEVEDORES, WAREHOUSEMEN, SHIPCHANDLERS, LANDING AND 

SHIPPING CONTRACTORS, WATER SUPPLIERS TO SHIPPING, 

NAVAL, ARMY AND R.A.F. CONTRACTORS, STEAM LAUNDRY AND 

PRINTING PRESS OWNERS, CLEARING AND FORWARDING AGENTS, 

LANDLORDS, PROVISIONS AND GENERAL MERCHANTS, CHEMISTS 

AND DRUGGISTS, AND PUBLIC AUCTIONEERS. 

Agents for: 

Well-known British and Indian Insurance 

Companies. 

Angliss Australian Provisions. 

Famous Black and White Whisky. 

Whitbreads and Falcon Beer. 

Booth's "H::>use of Lords" Gin. 

Pommery and Greno Champagne. 

Joseph E. Seagram's V.O. Canadian Whisky. 
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Representatives of: 

Ford Company of Canada and Dagenham, 

Essex. 

Seiberling Tyres and Tubes. 

Champion Plugs. 

British Paints Ltd. 

Red Hand Compositinn. 

Enfield's Electric Cables. 

Radex Oil Additives. 

If it's electrical 

make it 

THE ARABIAN TRADING COMPANY LTD. 

E148·A 

IT is true that the General Electric 
Company Limited of England supply every item of 
e~ectrical plant and equipment necessary for the genera
tIOn, transmission, distrilmtion and utilisation of electric 
power. But that is by no means the whole story. Many of 
the ~res~nt-day benefits derived from the ever-widening 
applIcatIOns of electriCity are made possible by G.E.C. 
research, experiment and development. By their constant 
endeavours and achievements the G.E.C. steadily harness 
the inexhaustible power of electricity for the well-being 
of all mankind. 

G.E.C. products, resources and advice are made available through 
their local Agents: 

representing THE GENERAL ELECTRIC CO. LTD. of ENGLAND 

Always in the forefront of electrical development 
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Tel.: Kaiky ADEN Phone 3357 

MUNCHERjEE EDULjEE MANECKjEE 
Sole Proprietor: 

KAIKY MUNCHERJEE 

dhipchancllel's ancl ~enel'al Wlel'chanls stnce 1840 

SUPPLIERS OF PROVISIONS 

DECK AND ENGINE ROOM STORES TO ALL MERCHANT SHIPPING 

Shipchandlers to all shipping agencies operating in Aden 

CONTRACTORS TO A LARGE NUMBER OF BRITISH, NORWEGIAN, DANISH, SWEDISH, DUTCH, 

FRENCH, AMERICAN, ITALIAN AND GERMAN SHIPOWNERS 

Exclusive suppliers to the French, Italian and Dutch Navies 

Sole Agents and Stockists: 

HEMPEL'S MARINE PAINTS (COPENHAGEN) 

ROTHMAN'S LTD., LONDON, S.W.I (CIGARETTES and TOBACCOS) 

Holder of 
decorations in recognition of meritorious services in the past from the following: 

1. H.M. QUEEN VICTORIA-January 1877-Certificate of Honour . 

2. EMPEROR NAPOLEON 111 OF FRANCE-February 1863-GOLD MEDAL 

3. FRENCH GOVERNMENT-December 1947-0RDER OF 
" NICHAN-IFTIKHAR " 
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1954 has seen the addition to the P & 0 fleet of two 

remarkable ships the Arcadia and Iberia of 

30,000 tons, the largest calling regularly at Aden. The 

standard of accommodation in either first or tourist 

class will convince you that for really comfortable travel 

IS the best 

PENIN SULAR &: ORIENTAL STEAM NAVIGATION CO • HEAD OFFICE : 122 LEADENHALL STREET, LONDON, E.C.3 

ADEN OFFICE. STEAMER POINT AGENT. MR. J. HARLEY 
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CORY BROTHERS & CO. LTD. 

Cables: CORY, ADEN 

A N 
Inco rpo rated in Great Br itain 

COAL BUNKERING 

CONTRACTORS 

AIR 

Cables: 
POWADIVE, ADEN 

SHIPPING & GENERAL AGENTS 

STEVEDORES 

TUG, LIGHTER AND WATER BOAT SERVICES 

STOCKISTS OF CEMENT, 

STEEL AND GENERAL MERCHANDISE 

INSURANCE BROKERS 

& SHIP REPAIRERS 

AFFILIATES: POWELL DUFFRYN (AIR) LTD. 

I.A.T.A.-APPROVED AGENTS 

ASSOCIATED DEPOTS AND OFFICES 

BAHIA COLOMBO MADRID PORT SAID SUEZ 

BAHIA BLANCA GENOA MONTEVIDEO RIO DE JANEIRO TANGIER 

BEYROUTH LAS PALMAS MONTREAL SANTOS TENERIFFE 

BUENOS AIRES LATAKIA PARIS ST. VINCENT (CVI) TRIPOLI 

MADEIRA . PERNAMBUCO SIDON 

SHIPPING AGEN CIES INCLUDE. 
Anchor Line Limited . Bank Line Limited Clan Line Limited City Line Limited . Cunard White Star Limited 
Ellerman & Bucknall S.S. Co. Ltd. . Hall Line Limited . Harrison, Thos. & Jas .. Harrison, J. & C . . Hogarth, H. & Son 

REPRESENTING 

Standard Vacuum Oil Co. (East Africa) Ltd. Royal Exchange Assurance Corp. 

Board of Underwriters of New York American Bureau of Shipping 

SHIPPING CORRESPONDENTS TO THE AMERICAN EXPRESS CO. INC. 

GENERAL AGENTS SWISSAIR 

Marine Assurance Co. 
Bu reau Veritas 

PASSENGER AND FREIGHT AGENTS FOR ALL PRINCIPAL AIRLINES 
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Bunkering throughout 
the world 

CORY BROTHERS & CO. LTD. , 
(Incorporating BUERET LLEWELLYN & MERRETT LTD.) 

Coal & Oil Suppliers • Bunkering Contractors 

Shipping & General Agents 

Head Office: CORYS' BUILDINBS, CARDIFF 
Telegrams: CORY, CARDIFF 

London Office: CORYS' BUILDINBS, ST. MARY AXE, 
E.C.~. Telegrams: CORY, STOCK, LONDON 

Branch Offices in U.K.: Glasgow, Hull, Liverpool, 
Newcastle, Newport, Mon., Port Talbot, Swansea 
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ADEN 
BAHIA* 

BAHIA BLANCA 
BEYROUTH 

BU ENOS AIRES 
COLOMBO 
GENOA 

GIBRALTAR 
LAS PALMAS 

MONTEVIDEO 

PARIS 
PERNAMBUCO 

PORT SAID* 
RIO DE dANEIRO* 
REGINA 

ST. VINCENT (C.V.I.)* 
SIDON (ZAHRANI) 
SUEZ* 

TANG IER 
TENER IFFE 

TRIPOLI ( LEBANON) 

*Lloyd's Agents 



LUKE THOMAS 
Workshops at 

HEDJUFF 

LLOYD'S AGENTS 

ESTABLISHED 1871 

Telegrams: 

THOMAS ADEN 

SHIPS AGENTS 

& CO MPANY L TD 

Offices at 

STEAMER POINT 
& CRATER 

SALVAGE ASSOCIATION 

STEVEDORES AND LIGHTERAGE CONTRACTORS 

COLD STORE 

REFRIGERATION, ELECTRICAL, RADIO AND 

RADAR ENGINEERS 

SHIP REPAIRERS 

FLOATING DOCK 
Length 224ft. Breadth 48ft. 

Lifti ng Capacity 800 tons 

APPOINTED SERVICE AGENTS 

RADAR: THE BRITISH THOMPSON-HOUSTON EXPORT CO. LTD. KELVIN & HUGHES (MARINE) LTD. 

DECCA RADAR LTD. RAYTHEON MANUFACTURING COMPANY 

RADIO: PYE LTD. _ V.H.F. REDIFON LTD. 

I NSTlTUTE OF 
LONDON 

UNDERWRITERS 

ALFRED HOL T & CO. 
(Blue Funnel) 

THE BEN LINE STEAMERS LTD. 
BI BBY BROS. & CO. 
THOS. & JNO. BROCKLEBANK LTD. 
BURNESS SHIPPING CO. LTD. 
CIE MARITIME de la MER ROUGE 
J. & J. DENHOLM LTD. 

AGENTS: 
THE LONDON & 

PROVINCIAL MARINE 
& GENERAL 

INSURANCE CO. LTD. 

SHIPPING AGENCIES 
Indude: 

ELDER DEMPSTER LINES LTD. 
ELLERMAN'S WILSON LINE LTD. 
FURNESS WITHY & CO. LTD. 
KERR STEAMSHIP CO. INC. 
LYLE SHIPPING CO. LTD. 
NIPPON YUSEN KAISHA 
NOUVELLE COMPAGNIE 

HAVRAISE PENINSULlARE 
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NORTH BRITISH & 
MERCANTILE 

INSURANCE CO. LTD. 

OSAKA SHOSEN KAISHA 
SIR R. ROPNER & CO. LTD. 
ROYAL MAIL LINES LTD. 
WALTER RUNCIMAN & CO. LTD. 
SVITZER'S BJERGNINGS ENTREPRISE 

(Salvage Vessel .. Protector") 
THE UNION-CASTLE MAIL 

STEAMSHIP CO. LTD. 

IMPORTE,RS & EXPORTERS 

REPRESENTING: 

COFFEE HIDES & SKINS 

AARHUS 
OLlEFABRIK A/S.-Milk Products 

ARMSTRONG-WHITWORTH & CO. 
(Pneumatic Tools ) LTD. 

THE APOLLlNARIS CO. LTD.-"Presta" Aerated 
Waters and Squashes MUREX WELDING PRO-

AVELlNG - BARFORD LTD.- CESSES LTD. 
Road Rollers, Dumpers, etc. NEWTON, CHAMBERS 8< CO. 

BELLI NG & CO. L TD.-Elec- L TD.-" Izal .. 
tric Cookers J. & W. NICHOLSON & CO. 

CANUSA LTD.-Timber LTD.-Gin 
CARBIC LTD.-Acetylene PHILLlPS PATENTS LTD. 

Generators PLANT PROTECTION L TD.-
C-fESEBROUGH MANUFAC-

TURING CONSOLIDATED CO. 
(African Division) - Vaseline 

Brand Prod ucts 

Agricultural Insecticides, Weed
killers, Fungicides, Seed Dress-

ings 
N.V. POPE'S DRAAD - EN 

THE CRITTALL MANUFAC- LAMPENFABRIEKEN -" Con-
TU RING CO. LTD. - Steel dor" Electric Lamps 

Windows , Doors, etc. PH LTD.-V.H :F. Radio 
RONEO-NEOPOST LTD. G ~O. & R. DEWH U RST LTD. , 

M;wchester-Textiles 
FOTHERGILL & HARVEY LTD. 

RUSTON & HORNSBY LTD. 
-Oil Engines, Pumps, Genera-

- " Tygan " S:reencloth & tors, etc . 
Seat Covers RUTHERFORD, OSBORNE & 

THOMAS HEDLEY & CO. PERKIN LTD. - " John 
L TD.-" Dreft" and "Tide " 

W. T. HENLEY'S TELEGRAPH 
WORKS CO. LTD.-Wires, 

. shaw" Brandy 
SACCONE & SPEED L TD .

Wines & Cigars 
Cables & Distribution Equip

ment 
J. H. SAN KEY & SON. LTD. 

-" Sisalkraft" Building Paper 
A/B. BA HJORTH & CO.- SMITH & WELLSTOOD LTD. 

" Primus" Stoves and Lamps -Esse & Wellstood Cookers 
HORLlCKS LTD. SWIFT AUSTRALIAN CO. 

BRITISH PAINTS LTD.- (Pty.) LTD.-Frozen & Canned 
" Torpedo" Marine Finishes Meats, Butter & Cheese 

KELVIN & HUGHES (Marine) A. TOUGH & SON-Ropes 
LTD.-Radar C. C. WAKEFIELD & CO. 

THE L1GHTFOOT REFRIGERA- LTD.-" Castrol .. Lubricants 
TION CO. LTD.-Commercial WAL TERS' "PALM" TOFFEE 

& I ndustrial Refrigeration & LTD. 
Air Cond itioning WI LSON BROS. (LEEDS) LTD. 

L YLE & SCOTT LTD. -Woodworking Machinery 
Cooper's Y-Front Underwear YARDLEY & CO. LTD.-Per-

GILBERT J. McCAUL fumery & Toilet 
& CO. LTD. Preparations 

MILLARS' MACHINERY CO. LT D .
Concrete Mixers, Pumps, Tower 

Hoists, Roller Pan Mixers, 
Asphalt and Tarmacadam 

Plant 

Head Office: 

SUFFOLK HOUSE, 5 LAURENCE POUNTNEY HILL 

CANNON STREET, LONDON, E.CA 

Associate Company: 

LUKE THOMAS & CO. (ETHIOPIA) L TD.,P.O. BOX 1724, ADDIS ABABA, ETHIOPIA 
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Piracy 

. ,-. -----

and the Port 
Throughout the centuries Aden has been recognised as a leading trading centre; yet it was an 
act of piracy that prompted Britain to take control of this vital port. 
In' 1838 an Indian ship was plundered off the Aden coast. The reaction was swift, and at the 
instigation of the East India Company a military expedition was despatched from Bombay. 
After an initial bombardment the port was taken by 700 troops, and Captain Haines of the 
Indian Navy installed as the first British Resident. 
Today, Aden's prosperity springs not only from the trade of the surrounding territories which 
passes through the port but also from its unique position as a refuelling centre for oil and coal 
on the main eastern trade route. To facilitate the business of those concerned with eastern 
trade there are two branches of the National Bank of India-Camp Office and Steamer Point. 
Through their long-standing associations the National Bank of India have an unrivalled know
ledge of the many problems peculiar to eastern commerce. Call at any National Bank of India 
branch, the Manager there will be pleased to give you details of the Bank's services to traders. 

NATIONAL BANK OF INDIA LIMITED 
Head Office: 26 Bishopsgate, London, E.C.2. 
West End (London) Branch: 13 St. James's Square, S.W.,l. 
BANKERS TO THE GOVERNMENT IN Aden, Kenya, Uganda & Zanziba~ 
A comprehensive banking service is available at the Bank's branches in 
INDIA, PAKISTAN, CEY,LON, BURMA, KENYA, ZANZIBAR, UGANDA, TANGANYIKA, 

SOMALILAND PROTECTORATE, and at CAMP AND STEAMER POINT ADEN. 
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Aden's Salt Industry 
These picturesque windmills provide the power to 
raise water into the salt pans. Photo: B.O.A.C. 
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Aden Port Trust 
BOARD OF TRUSTEES 

Chairman: 

THE HON. R. P. ERRINGTON 

Members: 
THE HON. THE FINANCIAL SECRETARY TO THE GOVERNMENT CAPTAIN R. DWYER. 

MR. I. G. GORDON. OF ADEN COLONY 
THE HON. ABDUL JAWAD HASANALI, O.B.E. 
THE HON. MUHAMMAD ALl MAQTARI 

MR. I. HUGHES-JONES. 
MR. G. W. E. TAIT 

MR. DINSHAW H. C. DINSHAW, O.B.E. WING-CMDR. S. H. LATHAM, R.A.F. 
LT.-CMDR. A. G. LEATHAM, R.N. MR. JACK HARLEY. 

Officers: 
CHIEF ENGINEER - - - MR. A. GRAY, O.B.E., M.Inst.C.E. 

PORT OFFICER - - - LIEUT.-CMDR. P. L. S. BAXENDALE, R.N.R. (Rtd.) 
HARBOUR MASTER - - - MR. E. WOOD 

SECRETARY - - - MR. D. R. MACPHERSON 
CHIEF ACCOUNTANT - - - MR. G. H. ROBINSON, A.S.A.A., F.A.C.C.A., A.C.LS. 

WHARF SUPERINTENDENT - - - MR. J. R. ALLAN 

COVER PICTURE: the two distillation towers at Anglo-Iranian's 
new Aden refinery. Five million tons of crude oil a year will pass 
through these towers before proceeding to other plant to emerge 
as various products, including petrol, kerosene and fuel oil. The 
photograph is reproduced by courtesy of the Anglo-Iranian Oil Co. 
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ROYAL DAY FOR ADEN_ 

Photo ,' Victory Studio 

The Queen and the Duke of Edinburgh land at Prince of 
Wales Pier from S.s. Gothic and are received by H.E. the 
Governor, the Air Officer Commanding and Chief Secretary 

L
OVE for and fervent loyalty to a gracious 

, and beautiful young queen are illogical fac
tors which not infrequently confuse those 

nations whose constitutions have been moulded 
and developed on a less sentimental basis than the 
British Commonwealth and Empire. The scenes 
when Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II and His 
Royal Highness the Duke of Edinburgh visited 
Aden in the course of their world tour must, in
deed, have given food for much thought in certain 
quarters of the world, for the population, compris
ing a number of different races, united whole
heartedly to provide the royal visitors with a 
memorable and lasting impression of unswerving 
loyalty to the Throne. 

The arrival of the Gothic at the Fairway Buoy, 
Aden, on Tuesday, April 27, 1954, was a dramatic 
moment in the history of the Colony, and when 
Mr. E. Wood, the Harbour Master, went aboard 
the ship to pilot her into the Inner Harbour he was 
very conscious of the occasion. It was significant 
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of the Queen's thoughtfulness that he received a 
signed photograph of the Royal Family as a 
memento. 

As the ship moved towards her berth, a royal 
salute of twenty-one guns thundered from a shore 
battery, and jet aircraft of No. 8 Squadron, Royal 
Air Force, flew overhead. All ships and craft in 
the harbour were dressed overall; even the three 
Port tugs, Sir Bernard Reilly, Shamsan and Lahej, 
flaunted their bunting as they pushed and pulled 
the Gothic into her berth at No. 4 Head-In. The 
escorting vessels, H.M.S. Newfoundland, the 
Indian Navy ships Rajput and Rana, andH.M.P.S. 
Tippu Sultan, came into the Port soon after the 
Gothic, and were in turn followed by three mer
chant ships, on their normal occasions, under the 
British, Italian and Dutch flags respectively; they, 
too, were dressed overall. 

Large crowds had gathered · near the Prince of 
Wales Pier and on the hillside above the Harbour 
Police Station opposite the pier. This area and 



Photo: D. Ketchian. Courtesy P.R.O. , Aden. 

The Queen pins the ribbon of 
O.B.E. on Mr. Abdul Jawad 
Hassanali, one of the Port 
Trustees, at an investiture 

right down to the Crescent as well as the whole of 
the Crescent itself were gay with flags and bunt
ing and decorative arches. 

H.E. the Governor and the Air Officer Com
manding boarded the Gothic at 9 a.m. and had 
a brief talk with the Queen and the Duke, leaving 
soon after in readiness to receive the visitors more 
formally when they disembarked at 9.30 a.m. 

All Aden was tense with excitement when the 
Queen and her husband came ashore. This time 
the salute was fired by the guns of H.M.S. New
foundland and it was the signal for the brief but 
customary formalities of welcome. Her Majesty 
was received by the Governor, the Air Officer 
Commanding and the Chief Secretary, and after a 
royal salute the Queen inspected the guard of 
honour found by No. 8 Squadron, R.A.F. 

It was, perhaps, in the Crescent area that the 
Queen first saw for herself something of the diver
sity of races represented in the population of the 
Colony. The royal dais was flanked by special 
stands and opposite were enclosures densely 
packed with vociferous spectators. A parade of 
troops in front of the Queen consisted of units of 
the Royal Air Force, Royal Air Force Regiment, 
Aden Protectorate Levies, Armed Police, Govern
ment Guards, detachments of the Somaliland 
Scouts, the Somaliland Police and Tribal Guards, 
the Hadhrami Beduin Legion, armoured cars, a 
detachment of riflemen on camels, and the Levies 
Band. As the royal visitors inspected the parade 
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from a Land Rover to the accompaniment of 
cheers in a variety of tongues from the enclosures, 
they must have given a thought to the complexities 
of an administration dealing with the different 
races dwelling in the Colony and its Protectorate. 

The presentations that followed were graced by 
that alert awareness which inspires the Queen and 
the Duke on these occasions to take an interest in 
and talk informally to those presented. 

Then the cheering was stilled as traditional for
mality again took charge. A loyal address from 
the Colony was read, first in English by the Hon. 
R. P. Errington, Member of the Executive Coun
cil and Senior Unofficial Member of the Legislative 
Council, and then in Arabic by Khan Bahadur 
Mohammed Salem Ali, another Member of the 
Legislative Council. The loyal address of the Pro
tectorate was then read in Arabic by His Highness 
the Sultan of Mukalla and in English by His High
ness the Sultan of Lahej. 

Formality, nevertheless, had been organized with 
imagination, for the Queen appreciated that the 
loyal addresses, presented to her by the head boy 
of the Aden Technical College, were enclosed in 
a beautiful casket made from local wood by the 
boys. The Queen's reply to the loyal addresses 
was read in Arabic by Saiyid Zain el Aidroos. 

Circumstances have not permitted many royal 
investitures to be held at Aden, and those who 
witnessed the knighting of Air Marshal Sir 
C. B. R. Pelly, K.B.E., M.C., and Seiyid Bubakr 
bin Sheikh Al Kalf, K.B.E., and the creation of 
others O.B.E. or M.B.E., were conscious of the 
historical aspects of the event. In addition to all 
these New Year Honours, an Arab officer of the 
Aden Protectorate Levies received the M.C. 

A short rest for refreshment at Government 
House preceded a visit to the R.A.F. Hospital on 
Barrack Hill, where the Queen and the Duke made 
a tour of the ' wards, showing sympathy with 
patients and interest in its ' modern facilities. The 
return journey down the hill provided another 
opportunity for the people of Aden to see their 
Queen, and she was cheered by a multitude of 
spectators, including a large number of children 
assembled in the compound of the Port Officer's 
house. 

The charm and gracious informality of the 
Queen at Government House, where the royal 
tourists returned for lunch, won all hearts. Talking 
to some of the guests before luncheon, the Queen, 
in her interest in the new refinery and other pro-

Right: the Hon. R. P. Erring
ton, Chairman of the Aden Port 
Trust and Senior Unofficial Mem
ber of the Legislative Council, 
reading the loyal address on be
half of the people of the Colony 

jects affecting Aden, showed that she had more 
than a mere grasp of the Colony's problems an:} 
hopes; that she had inherited her father's appli
cation to the complexities of ruling over an 
empire. 

Later in the afternoon the Queen came ashore 
after a short tour of inspection of the naval escort
ing vessels in the harbour, and was again met by 
the Governor and the Air Officer Commanding; 
the programme now included a tour of Maala and 
the Crater area. Through the Main Pass into the 
Crater, the Queen soon found herself driving 
among densely packed crowds who had come from 
near and far to see her. It was the beginning of a 
spontaneous welcome, the memory of which must 
still be warm in the mind of a young sovereign only 
recently come to the throne. Never before has Aden 
nor, indeed, have many other places, seen a mor~ 

, 
! 
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wholehearted demonstration of love and loyalty. 
At the football ground, among many thousands of 
cheering onlookers, 4,000 schoolboys were waiting 
to greet her as only schoolboys can. At the Inter-

H.M. the Queen knight
ing Seiyid Bubakr bin 
Sheikh Al Kalf, K.B.E . 



mediate School playground some 2,000 schoolgirls, 
vying with the boys in lung power, watched one 
of their number shyly present Her Majesty with a 
bouquet. 

On the return journey from Crater, Her Majesty 
showed much interest and sympathy in the group 
of some 100 blind men who were waiting by the 
roadside for the signal to cheer her on her way. 

After laying the foundation stone of the new 
civil hospital at Khormaksar, the Queen went 
through the Royal Air Force Station there to 
Sheikh Othman, where, greeted once again . by a 
town crowded with excited and enthusiastic on
lookers, she attended a garden party in the Sheikh 
Othman Gardens, given in her honour by the 
Governor. 

The vivid sundrenched character of Aden was 
typified by' this party. The senior sultans and 
sheikhs from the Aden Protectorate, to whom the 
Queen presented medallions, wore their gaily 
coloured robes and rose to greet her from the bril
liant carpets on which they had been seated. The 
bright dresses of the European ladies and the no 
less colourful saris of the Indian ladies among the 
400 or more guests of many races assembled to 
meet the Queen spoke of a land of sunshine, con
trast and colour. At a special enclosure Her 
Majesty met ladies who were subject to purdah; 
for one of them this was the first occasion on which 
she had left her home since marriage. 

During the afternDon the Duke of Edinburgh 
had travelled bv launch with the Chief Secretary to 
Little Aden, where he had inspected the construc-
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Left: the Queen and 
Duke passing a detach
ment of the Camel Corps 
during an inspection of 
Aden Protectorate Levies 
in the Crescent Gardens 

tion of the Little Aden Oil Refinery 
and Oil Harbour. From Little Aden 
he had gone by road to join the 
Queen at the garden party. 

After the garden party the Queen 
and the Duke returned to Steamer 
Point via Khormaksar, Maala and 
the Crescent area. Still the crowds, 
tireless and enthusiastic, cheered and 
waved. At the Prince of Wales Pier, 
farewells were made and the· royal 

visitors boarded their barge to return to' the Gothic. 
Aden, however, was not yet finished with its 

celebrations. At 8 D'clock a firework display, which 
excited much enthusiasm, and perhaps a little con
sternation among the visitors from the outlands, 
was given from the Boom Defence Pier; and, in 
fact, the Colony did not really take its heart off its 
sleeve until the early hours of the morning when 
the Queen and her husband took off from the air
port at Khormaksar for Uganda. 

The Governor of Aden, Sir Tom Hickinbotham, 
received the following message shortly after Her 
Majesty and His Royal Highness had left the 
Colony: 

Please convey my warmest thanks to the people of 
Aden and to the Ru'ers and peoples of the Protec
torate for the wonderful welcome which they gave 
to me and to my husband yesterday. 

We should be grateful if you could express our 
sincere appreciation to all those who helped to make 
our visit so memorable and so successful. 

The Governor replied: 
Please convey to Her Majesty the Queen with our 

humble duty the deep appreciation of the people of 
Aden and the Rulers and peoples of the Protectorate 
for her most gracious message. Never will the people 
of this Colony and this Protectorate forget the day 
when Her Majesty and His Royal Highness were in 
their midst. We shall all of us treasure in our hearts 
a glorious memory of their gracious presence. 

PRESENTATIONS 
A list of those who attended the 

royal luncheon party at Government 

House will be found on page 41. 

SATURDAY 

MARKET 

EVERY day of the week there is a market 
day somewhere in the Aden Protectorate. 
Places within 20 or 30 miles of each other 

carefully refrain from holding their markets on 
the same day of the week. It is bad for business, 
and would be anti-social. for market day is not 
only an occasion for buying and selling, but also 
for meeting friends and exchanging views. As a 
rule the market is held at the most important 
town in a rural area, but not necessarily so, for 
Dnce a market town always a market town, and in 
consequence some small and decayed villages have 
market days while the large, prosperDus and more 
mDdern town within a few miles has nO' such 
privilege. 

Another curious fact is that sometimes a market 
is nO't held in a town O'r even near one, but in the 
open. Such is a Siik al Sabt, or Saturday market, 
which takes place every Saturday some three miles 
from the nearest large village. Saturday market is 
held in the Mudia district of the Aden Protec
torate, an area which until a few years ago was 
torn with blood feuds. 

Hillmen from the surrounding mountains and 
plainsmen from the fertile low lands alike found 
the narrow streets of a town or village too restrict
ing and offering too many opportunities to enemies 
in a crowd, so, by mutual cO'nsent, they had their 
market on the wide open plain where security was 
the same for all. Today peace reigns in the area, 
but in the far hills men still carry arms for protec
tion, and in the plains they carry them as a sign 
O'f good breeding, just as the sword was worn in 
the United Kingdom long after the 'necessity had 
disappeared. Thus at least half the customers, and 
indeed a few of the vendors, come armed to 
market. 
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Buying and selling are impor
tant, but so is a little gossip 

Markets are an essential to a community ill 
supplied with shopping centres and to which the 
mail order business is still a mystery. Indeed, as 
most of the transactions are on the basis of barter, 
it is doubtful if shopping by post will ever appeal. 
and moreover, one of the first necessities is a postal 
service, which is non-existent in these areas remote 
from civilization. Coffee beans are exchanged for 
sweet oil. grain for salt and sugar, and sometimes 
wood is bartered for some domestic necessity. 
Most of the bartering seems to be in the grocers' 
department, while elsewhere money passes, or, to 
use a more up-to-date phrase, there is a book 
transaction. 

Cattle for ploughing, sheep for eating, goats for 
milking and kids for the table all come to market, 
with the ever-present beast of burden, the camel. 
Firewood has a special area allotted, as do the 
butchers, who kill their meat on the spot. Fresh 
beef and mutton are available in the hills, but in 



the plains it is unusual to see beef on sale. The 
cloth merchants have their own location and the 
general dealers theirs; the former never seem to 
ha ve anything for sale except dark blue cloth 
impregnated with indigo dye, while the latter's 
stock-in-trade ranges from mirrors to kettles and 
from sweets to chiffon scarves of rather poor 
quality. 

The medium of exchange is either the rial or 
the East African shilling, which has replaced the 
Indian rupee in the Colony of Aden. The rial, 
a large silver coin about the size of a five-shilli?g 
piece, bears the arms of the Holy Roman Empl~e 
on one side and the head of the Empress Mana 
Theresa on the other. These coins came to the 
Middle and Near East many years ago and once 
the confidence of the people was gained it has 
never been lost. 

Today, of course, they are no longer minted 
in Turin but in London, and they were minted for 
a time in France and Italy. The continental coins 
never really found favour, for though bearing the 
correct design they were slightly under weight and 
were quickly rejected by the unlettered ceduin 
of the Protectorate. The London-minted coins are 
imported in bulk into the Colony and are dis
tributed by money changers and merchants from 
the Protectorate. Curiously enough, there is no 
small change and when half and quarter rials 
come into the market calculations shillings and 
cents are used. 

In the plains arms are still 
(,(lrriE'd as a sign of breeding 
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Market day offers 
something for every
one, certainly in
cluding the children 

The exchange rate for the rial varies from time 
to time and has been as low as 10d. or Is. and 
as high as Ss. 6d. At present it is Ss. and 20 cents 
East African. Among the money ch angers in Aden 
Colony the rate may vary two or three times a 
day, but not so in the Protectorate, where such 
fluctuations might easily lead to misunderstanding 
and bloodshed. The local rulers decree the 
exchange rate and make alterations only when 
there is a substantial change in Aden. 

Even in the old days there was seldom a serious 
incident at a market, for market day was, and is, 
a day of truce from all feuds. To do anyone an 
injury on a market day meant that not only did 
the aggressor render himself liable to retribution 
from the victim's relatives, but also he was subject 
to punishment from the sultan or sheikh for having 
violated the truce-a very serious offence indeed. 
In most places where markets are held there is 
present on the day of the market a relative of 
the local ruler, who acts as a magistrate and 
deals with disputes and petty squabbles, so that 
disagreements can be settled before they have 
gone too far. 

This magistrate, for want of a better name, is 
no bespectacled old gentleman hard of hearing 
and infirm of movement, but a very virile person 
with armed men to support his authority. Should 
any serious dispute occur, the magistrate is very 
quickly on the scene and the disputants are 
hurried off to the local prison before tempers can 
become inflamed and their friends and clansmen 
join the fray. Once in prison, there they will 
remain until the market is over and they have 
cooled down; then will their case be heard and 
punishment awarded where necessary. 

Market day in the Aden Protectorate varies, in 
fact, very little from market day in Britain in 
country districts at the end of the 18th century. 
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Some sales proceed 
smoothly from be
ginning to end-

-but others have 
their sudden mo
ments of real drama 



A view of the company's early Aden premises 

Centenary of Cowasjee Dinshaw 

MEASURED by the yardstick of man's 
recorded and conjectured history, a cen

-tury is no more than a pace in the march of 
time; but in the continuity of human institutions 
the attainment of 100 years is a noteworthy 
event. When some four-tenths of that century have 
embraced a period of transition greater than any 
before, including two world wars, it becomes an 
outstanding achievement. Sober pride in such a 
background inspired the famous Aden firm of 
Cowasjee Dinshaw and Sons early last year to 
celebrate their centenary. 

Cowasjee Dinshaw, the founder of the firm, was 
born in 1827 in the village of Mandvi, near Surat, 
the son of a Bombay banker. While still in his 
teens, the family left India for Aden. It was then 
a very different Aden from the great pJrt and 
world entrep6t of tJday ; little more than a dhow 
centre, it had no land or sea communications 
with the outside world worth speaking about. 
Nevertheless, the steamship was steadily striding 
ever farther and faster along the world's sea lanes, 
and the young man had the imagination to foresee 
new oppJrtunities for Aden shortly to loom over 
the horizon. 
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In 1850, while still little more than a boy, he 
began business on his own account: his head 
offi:e (and sole office) was a thatched hut in 
Crater which he could reach only by horse. But 
young Cowasjee Dinshaw was developing an 
uncanny ability to see a little farther than his 
comp~titors and he knew by now that Aden had 
a great future. Although the family records' show 
1850 as the year of the firm's beginning, it seems 
that the business was not officially constituted 
until 1854, the year which the Company now 
regard as their official start. 

Probity in exe:uting Service contracts is now 
so well recognized and expected that it is difficult 
to realize that it was then rarely the case. 
Cowasjee Dinshaw began to specialize in military 
and naval contracts, and his efficiency and fair 
deJ.ling earned him many commendations; the 
Political Resident in his time marked his appre
ciation of the firm's help in Service affairs by 
presenting Cowasjee Dinshaw with a dock, which 
is still a treasured pJssession of the Dinshaw 
family at their Bombay residence. 

Marching with this ethical standard was the 
keen imagination of the trader-an imagination 

. I 

I 
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which led Cowasjee Dinshaw to erect a condenser 
and ice plant, which materially contributed to the 
solution of Aden's problem of finding drinking 
water for its growing population. 

In 1873 he began that expansion of the firm 
which has steadily progressed; he bought a small 
coasting steamship, the Bartle Frere, opened 
branches in East Africa, and gradually spread the 
name and reputation of the firm round the 
Arabian Sea and Indian Ocean. 

Prosperity did not engender the greed so often, 
unfortunately, associated with the acquisition of 
hard-earned wealth. A dispensary for the poor on 
Steamer Point, a free library, a Par see fire temple 
and other benevolent works both in India and 
Aden still testify to the generosity of a man grate
ful for the rewards which had crowned his efforts. 

The torch, burning ever more brightly, was 
picked up by his son, Hormusjee, who had joined 
the firm in 1879. Further branches were opened, 
and with the continued expansion of the com
pany marched that same spirit of benevolence 
which had characterized the founder. The Sir 
Hormusjee Cowasjee Dinshaw Anglo-Vernacular 
School, opened in 1920, and the pavilion of the 
Orient Club testify to the continuity of interest 

in the birthplace of the firm. Among the honours 
of which Hormusjee was ' mosf proud were his 
appointment as Portuguese Consul, his creation, 
Knight Commander of the Royal Military Order 

. of- Our Lady of Conception of Villa Viroza, and 
membership of the Royal Victorian Order. 

The third generation, in the person of Mr. Seth 
Dinshaw, has been in charge of the firm's destiny 
since 1942. Under his able direction it continues 
to flourish. Something of what he himself has 
contributed in service to Aden was told by Sir 
Tom Hickinbotham, Governor and Commander
in-Chief, Aden, at the firm's centenary celebra
tions. "Mr. Dinshaw," said the Governor, "has 
a record which anyone might envy. He is in
variably hospitable and never afraid to say what 
he thinks. He has been a Trustee of the Port since 
1923. He was a member of the Settlement 
Authority, the predecessor of the Municipality, 
from 1926 to 1938. He was one of the first 
members of the Legislative Council and was 
appointed to the Order of the British Empire in 
1949. " 

Earlier in his speech, Sir Tom had summed up 
what Aden owed to the family. "In these days," 
he said, " we who have not been long in Aden are 

Surmounted by the clock, the firm's building today 
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inclined to accept without question the flourishing 
trade of this great p:Jrt. We never really give a 
thought to the tremendous work which was dane 
by the early pianeers in the mercantile cam
munity. They were the peaple who did the 
creative wark; there is little creative wark today 
in business, it is naw mare of the nature of a 
smash-and-grab raid. If it had nat been for p~aple 
like Mr. Dinshaw's family, Aden would today be 
a very different place fram what it is, and we owe 
to' them a debt af gratitude which it is beyand our 
p:Jwer to' repay except by fall owing their example 
of loyalty to the Crown and devatian to the build
ing of saund business, which must be in the 
interest of the Colany and aur fellaw men. 

"Cowasjee Dinshaw and Sans have survived, as 

have one ar two other pioneers, but while think
ing with pleasure af their achievement dO' nat let 
us forget the pioneers who have failed to survive. 
They are very many, for business institutions, like 
human beings, have their fortunes and misfartunes 
and their infancy is fraught with peril. They must 
indeed be well cared far in their early days to 
survive to the grand aId age of 100, as has the 
family business af aur host this afternoan." 

The Gavernar concluded on a note which 
earned full appraval fram all the firm's guests : 
" Persanally I am deeply grateful to our hast far 
his kindness tame over the 20-odd years that I 
have known him; and I sincerely trust that the 
future will be bright and prosperaus both for 
Cowasjee Dinshaw and Sons and far Mr. Dinshaw." 

Bailey Bridge at Aden 
A 792ft. Bailey bridge has been built to speed 

the canstruction af the new oil refinery at Little 
Aden by cutting ten miles from the raad journey 
made by vehicles carrying plant and materials to' 
the site. 

The bridge is carried an 85 pantoons, and spans 
the mauth of the Bir Ahmed wadi, which lies 
between the refinery site and the Part of Aden. 

The original 29-mile route circled the Maksar 
wadi, alang Tawahi Bay, and skirted the 
Bir Ahmed wadi . The cfcisian to' canst!"t:ct 
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the bridge was reached after high spring tides in 
March 1953 flooded the head af the Bir Ahmed 
and dislacated road services to the site. 

The bridge was designed and supplied by Thos. 
Starey (Engineers) Ltd. , manufacturers of Bailey 
bridging, and was constructed by Gearge Wimpey 
and Co. Ltd . It cansists of twO' 20ft. appraach 
spans, two 110ft. landing bays, two 51-ift. end 
floating bays and nine 52ft. floating bays. 

A 104ft. sectian of the bridge is remavable to 
allaw access far tugs, etc. , to an inland factary. 

Building 

a Harbour • In 

Twenty-five Months 

General view of breakwater 
under construction. Tip
ping of core is complete 
and armouring is proceeding 

T HE new harbaur which has been built to 
allow the unlaading af crude oil far pro
cessin-g at the Anglo-Iranian Oil Company's 

new refinery at Little Aden, and the reshipment of 
refined products, is situated on the eastern side of 
the Little Aden peninsula and is about five miles 
across the bay from Aden itself. The design of the 
harbour was carried out by Rendel, Palmer and 
Tritton, consulting engineers of London, and it 
has been constructed by George Wimpey and Co. 
Ltd. 

In order to allow the refinery to come into 
aperation by the planned date, the harbour had to 
be completed by December 1954, which allowed 
a construction period of 25 months. This 
presented an extremely formidable task, requiring 
all records for the canstruction of similar works 
to be broken by substantial margins. By careful 
organizatian and the utmast effarts of all con
cerned, substantial completion was, hawever, 
achieved with several months to spare. 

Essentially, the harbour cansists af a breakwater 
and bund, and three ail jetties and a tug berth, 
dredger berth, stores quay and launch jetty. The 
harbaur area was deepened by dredging and the 
material arising fram this aperation was pumped 
behind the bund to' form an area af reclaimed 
land on which is sited the part installatians and 
huildings and the transit tank farm. 
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The breakwater is approximately 4,00Oft. long 
and the bund 9,000ft. They are constructed of 
rock quarried from outcrops on Little Aden pen
insula. The core of both breakwater and bund 
consists of rock fragments of from 151b. to two 
tons in weight, tipped into pasition by 10 c. yd. 
dump trucks. In the case of the breakwater, this 
core is armoured an the seaward side with two 
layers of heavy blocks of rock, the inner layer 
consisting of blacks with a nominal weight of 
from two to five tons and the outer of from five 
to eight tons. To ensure that they were placed in 
the right positian, these blocks were lowered in
dividually by crane. The bund is armoured with a 
thinner layer of rock of one-quarter to two tons 
nominal weight. 

Both breakwater and bund are sealed on the 
landward side with :a layer of crushed rock to pre
vent percolation of the dredged material which 
is depasited within the area contained by them. 
The width of the bund core just above high-water 
level is 17ft. and the breakwater 20ft., which, with 
the use of occasional passing bays, gave sufficient 
room for the dump trucks, tipping the core and 
conveying the armauring blocks, to operate. The 
bund was finally brought to a level of 5ft. 6in. 
above high water and the breakwater 7ft. The 
latter is also surmounted by a concrete wave wal1, 
the top of which is 15ft. 6in above high water. At 



the seaward end of the breakwater the depth of 
water before dredging is approximately 37ft. at 
high tide. 

The total quantity of rock contained in the bund 
and breakwater is approximately 1,200,000 c. yds. 
and, as the bulk of this work had to be com
pleted within a year, in order to afford protection 
for subsequent operations and to fit in with the 
dredging programme, peak weekly outputs of up 
to 30,000 c. yds. were required. Although both 
the Aden and Little Aden peninsulas are com
posed of great outcrops of volcanic rock, most of 
this was too soft to be of any use for construction 
purposes. The location of quarries which would 
yield suitable rock in sufficient quantities was a 
matter of considerable difficulty: this particularly 
applied to the production of the blocks required 
for armouring, for which quarries which would 
give a large fragmentation with the minimum of 
waste were required. 

Difficult Quarrying 
The p~culiarities of the local rock also made 

open-face quarrying extremely difficult because of 
the_ constant sticking of drills in the irregularly 
dipping strata and bands of soft material. This 
method had to be abandoned in favour of heading 
blasting, which gave considerably better results. 
The driving of headings in the climatic conditions 
obtaining was, however, an extremely arduous 
task, particularly for the European workmen. The 
maximum quantity of explosive used in one of 
these heading blasts was 34 tons. 

Loading the dump wagons at the quarries was 
done by 31 c. yd. capacity mechanical excavators. 
Smaller excavators, rigged as cranes, were used 
for lifting and loading the larger blocks. At the 
breakwater, larger cranes had to be used for 
unloading these blocks and placing them into 
position. The maximum radius at which they 
had to work was approximately 100ft. to the toe 
of the armouring, where the water becomes deep. 
The largest of these cranes was a Lima 2400 
mechanical excavator which had a jib 120ft. long 
which would lift up to thirteen tons at 100ft. 
radius. 

Quarrying, transporting and placing rock were 
carried on day and night, on a two-shift basis, for 
six days a week. The long hours worked and the 
nature of the material imposed a severe strain on 
all mechanical plant, which was accentuated by 
the corrosive effects of the humid Aden climate 
on unprotected moving parts. For this reason con-
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tinual maintenance was necessary to make sure 
that as little time as possible was lost through 
breakdown, and a large repair and maintenance 
organization with well-equipped fitting shops and 
supplies of essential spare parts was installed at 
an early date. 

The harbour and approach channel were 
dredged to a depth which allows some 40ft. of 
water at low tide, involving the removal of ap
proximately 6,000,000 c. yds. of material. Three 
large bucket dredgers were engaged on this, lifting 
the material into barges, from where it was 
pumped ashore into position behind thebunds by 
powerful reclamation units. Dredging was carried 
out as a separate contract by a consortium of 
K. L. Kalis and Co. Ltd. and the Dredging and 
Construction Co. Ltd. After the dredged material 
had dried out, it was levelled off and covered with 
4in. of crushed stone. 

The oil jetties consist of one two-berth finger 
jetty and two one-berth T -head jetties with the 
necessary dolphins for mooring. They are designed 
to take large modern tankers of up to 32,000 tons. 
The finger jetty is 951ft. long to the end of the 
jetty head, from where a walkway extends a fur
ther 425ft. to the outer dolphin. Generally, the 
jetties consist of a welded steel superstructure with 
reinforced concrete decks mounted on hexagonal 
section steel boxpiles with raker piles of similar 
section to brace the structure. The total number 
of piles required is 1,284, weighing approximately 
6,000 tons, and there are a further 2,000 tons of 
steel in the superstructure. Special fendering ar
rangements are incorporated in the jetty heads, 
consisting of steel members mounted on heavy 
fender piles, which slide back on to rubber blocks. 

Welded BoxpiJes 
Owing to shipping limitations, the boxpiles had 

to be sent out in two 45ft. lengths, which were 
welded together on the si te. After welding, the 
piles were sandblasted and repainted with a pro
tective bituminous composition. 

The vertical piles were driven from a floating 
pontoon-mounted pile frame. The piles were then 
filled with concrete, produced by a mixer carried 
in a barge, and the pile caps were welded on. 
After this the main members of the superstructure 
were placed in position by a five-ton travelling 
derrick running on the completed steelwork and 
working ahead of itself. A universal pile frame, 
and a second five-ton derrick to feed it, followed 
to pitch and drive the raker piles. Welding of the 

superstructure was then completed and the pile 
cluster heads and deck slabs were concreted. A 
second raking pile frame was used to drive raker 
piles in the dolphins with the assistance of a ten
ton floating derrick, which was also used for fixing 
steelwork and concreting. To ensure finishing in 
time, a total of three pile frames was used, together 
with three travelling derricks and two floating 
derricks. A sixth derrick was used in the pile 
preparation yard. 

To meet delivery dates, the order for steelwork 
had to be placed with three main suppliers, two 

in Britain and one on the Continent. To make the 
assembly of the superstructure as rapid and easy 
as pJssible on site, much effort was put into the 
production ot detailed working drawings and the 

. co-ordination of fabrication to these by the sup
pliet·s. 

Some 450 British staff and artisans, together 
with 1,200 local workmen, 50 Italian artisans 
and 60 Indian clerical staff, were employed on 
the project. These men were housed in the tem
p)rary township which had been built to serve 
the who!e refinery project. 

Vertical piling for Berth 1 can be seen in the foreground 
of this photograph, taken in January 1954, with decking 
to Berths 2, 3 and 4 under construction in the background 
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THE "RED" SEA? 

by 

RONALD CURRIE, B.Sc. 
National Institute of Oceanography 

THE question of the origin of the name of 
the Red Sea is still a very open one. From 
time to time during the past century the 

attention of many mariners, geographers, trav
ellers and historians has been attracted to the 
search for an explanation of the name. Those who 
in their quest have ventured to delve into the 
writings of the ancients have been met with a con
fusing inconsistency in nomenclature, while others 
who have volunteered their own opinions from 
personal observations have naturally considered 
the }Jroblem from different angles, so that at 
present a very diverse etymology attends the name 
of the r .. ed Sea. 

The name Red Sea is by no means the only 
one which has been used to designate this particu
lar gulf. The, Hebrew Holy Scriptures refer to it 
as the" Bahr-Souph," and it is in the translation 
of those words that much variation has arisen. 
The most plausible interpretation of the word 
Souph appears to be the Greek word '<pVKOS' 

which means seaweed, or algre. Thus Bahr-Souph 
would mean the "sea of algre." The use of the 
name "Red Sea" which appears in our Autho
rized Version of the Bible today (e.g. Exodus xiii, 
verse 8, and xv, verse 4) apparently follows the 
Greek version of Septante, who, according to 
Montagne, introduced the name to the scriptures. 

In the writings of Herodotus during the fifth 
century B.c. we find the name" Red Sea" used 
for apparently the first time, but Herodotus is not 
consistent, and on various occasions he gives it 
other names. His first mention of it appears in this 
passage: "For these people [the Phrenicians] left 
the shores of the Erythrean sea [Gk. Epuepcs-red], 
and came to establish themselves on those of the 
Mediterranean." Further, while speaking of the 
Persians, he says that the country which they in-
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habit stretches up to the meridional sea, which has 
received the name of the Erythrean Sea. 

Later on, the Greeks at the time of Eratosthenes 
and Ptolemy (third and second centuries B.c.) 
generally refer to the Erythrean Sea, or alterna
tively speak of it as the Sinus Arabicus of the 
Erythrean Sea, the latter name in this case being 
applied to all the waters of the Indian Ocean 
bathing the Arabian and Somali coasts. 

Many suggestions have been put forward to 
explain the reason for the name Red Sea. Some 
have claimed that it arose from the colour of the 
shores, or possibly the colour of the sunsets, which 
are so magnificently red in this region. Alan Vil
liers in his recent book on the Indian Ocean sug
gests that the sea may have been called after King 
Erythreas of the Persians. 

The most satisfactory explanation, however, 
seems to be that it was called" Red" on account 
of the colour of its waters, and it is in this respect 
that the original name of Bahr-Souph is of in
terest. Although the waters of the Red Sea are by 
no means always red, it is one of the many places 
in the world where a phenomenon which we call 
"water bloom" occurs. These manifestations are 
responsible for imparting a variety of colours to 
the sea. 

Water blooms occur in fresh water, in brackish 
water and in the sea. They may be caused in 
different ways, but most frequently they are the 
result of an intensive growth of microscopic orga
nisms in the sea water. The organisms are not 
always the same, and the kind depends not only 
on where the bloom occurs, but also, perhaps, on 
the varying conditions in anyone place. 
, In the Red Sea, such water blooms have been 

observed from time to time. The first one which 
came to the notice of a scientist was a bloom 

observed by Professor Ehrenberg, in the Bay of 
Tor on the Sinai Peninsula. Ehrenberg was stay
ing at the Bay of Tor in 1823, and while there 
he observed the remarkable phenomenon. The fol
lowing is a translation of his observation: 

"On December 10, I saw there the astonish
ing phenomenon of a blood-like colour cover
ing the whole bay which forms the harbour 
of Tor. The short waves in the red water 
carried, in the sunshine, a blood red slimy 
mass on to the shore and threw it up on the 
sand so that the beach some half hour on 
the ebb tide, became like a blood red fringe 
several feet in width. I took some samples of 
the sea water in a glass, and carried it to my 
tent on the sea-shore. It was at once apparent 
that the colour was due to small, hardly dis
tinguishable, often greenish or bright green, 
but mostly very dark red flecks, without the 
sea itself playing any part." 

Ehrenberg identified the small flecks as very 
minute blue-green algre, which he called Tricho
desmium erythncum. Various species of Tricho
desmium are found in different parts of the world, 
and blooms of it are not uncommon. Darwin, on 
the voyage of H.M.S. Beagle, found some in the 
South Atlantic, and even earlier it was observed 
on Captain Cook's third voyage in 1776-80. Cook 
refers to it as sea-sawdust, a name still used by 
sailors, due to this organism's habit of stick
ing like dust on the sea surface. 

In 1844, Montagne examined a sample of red 
water which had been sent to him by a traveller 

, who observed the same phenomenon. The follow
ing extracts from a letter to Montagne from the 
traveller M. Evenor Dupont describe the condi
tions from which the sample came: 

"On July 8 last (1843), I entered the Red 
Sea through the straits of Bab-el-Mandeb on 
the steamship Atlanta belonging to the 
India Company. On July 15, the burning 
Arabian sun aroused me with a sudden flash 
of brilliance on the horizon, in all its splen
dour. I elbowed myself mechanically on to a 
window on the poop to get a breath of fresh 
air before the heat of the da y once more 
devoured us. What a surprise I got to see 
the sea coloured red as far as the eye could 
see, astern of the ship! I ran on to the bridge 
and saw on all sides the same phenomenon. 

" I made enquiries of the officers. The sur
geon maintained that he had already ob
served the affair, which was, according to 
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Trichodesmium erythrreum 
(Ehr) , showing (right) the 
actual size of the algal 
flecks. Top left: one raft 
magnified 150 times. Top 
right: the ends of individual 
threads magnified 570 times 

Noctiluca, magnified 
about 150 times 

him, produced by the spawn of fish floating 
on the surface; the others said they could 
not recall ha~ing seen it before. All appeared 
surprised when I showed so much interest in 
it. 

" I must describe the appearance of the sea. 
I saw that its surface was everywhere covered 
with a dense deposit, only thin, however, of a 
fine brick red to orange material. The saw
dust of a wood of the same colour, e.g. 
mahogany, would produce almost the same 
effect. 

"It seemed to me, and I told the others, 



NEWS BRIEFS 

NO. 8 Squadron Royal Air Force, which first 
came to Aden 26 years ago, received a public 

tribute from Aden's Governor, Sir Tom Hickin
botham, early in 1954. The Governor was address
ing the squadron at the presentation of the squad
ron standard, which was held at the Royal Air 
Force Station, Khormaksar. His Excellency said : 
" Your standards have invariably been high and 
your renown throughout the Aden Protectorate, 
over which so much of your time is spent, is well 
deserved. I doubt whether any 'Other Royal Air 
Force squadron can claim such a long and proud 
association with one place. Your main task since 
1928 when you first came to Aden has been to 
preserve the peace. There can be no finer task in 
this world and you have carried it out with con
spicu'Ous success. Not always easy, often necessi
tating long hours and trying conditions, but always 
well done, quickly done, and with the minimum 
disturbance, for we have ever tried to punish the 
transgressor without endangering life. In conse
quence our efforts, yours and my predecessors', 
have produced lasting results and real friendship 
between the people of the Protectorate and our
selves. A worthy object and well achieved! " 
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The maximum height of tide experienced ~n 
Aden has been increasing in recent years. A height 
of 8.5 feet was recorded in 1910, and this was not 

-exceeded until March 16, 1953, when it rose more 
than 8.5 feet, the maximum capacity of the auto
matic gauge at the time. The gauge has since been 
adjusted, and a tide 'Of 8.9 feet was recorded on 
May 2, 1954. It is of interest to note that the high 
tide on March 16, 1953, happened 16 days after 
the high tides which caused the East Coast floods 
in Great Britain. < 

* * * 
A new launch for the use of the Chairman of 

Aden Port Trust, and which is placed at the dis
posal of H.E. the Governor when travelling in the 
Port, was put into service in the middle of 1954. 
It has been named Al Meena (Arabic f'Or " The 
Port ") and on trials in Aden developed a speed of 
15! knots. 

* * * 
Paulings Ltd. have been appointed contractors 

to carry out civil engineering works in connection 

Race meetings are held every 
few months at Khormaksar, 
near Aden. Our pictures show 
(left) three racing camels at 
full stretch and (right) a tense 
moment in a " Desert Derby" 

Photos: courtesy Anglo-Iranian Oil C o. 
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with port developments. The dredging contract'Ors 
are the Dredging and Construction Co., Ltd., and 
K. L. Kalis, Sons and Co., Ltd. 

. * * * 
The Department of Agriculture's Annual 

Report for 1953 told of noteworthy progress at 
Abyan, where the acreage was doubled and yields 
of c'Otton had been greatly increased. A large part 
of the land being developed by the Abyan Board 
was being cropped for the first time within living 
memory, and a total of 20,000 acres was under 
cotton by the end of the year. A big demand for 
vegetables for the population working at the Aden 
Oil Refinery was supplied to the extent 'Of 95% 
by local growers. A steady and increasing demand 
for assistance from the department's advisory staff 
was reported, and the improved outlook was 
thought to be due to better communications and 
security within the Aden Protectorates. 

* * * 
Aden's Direct'Or of Education, Dr. H. F. 

Kynaston-Snell, M.B.E. , was offered, and has 
accepted, the appointment ' of Director of Educa
tion in Mauritius. He had been Director of Edu
cation in Aden since 1947. 

* * * 
An employee of the Aden Port Trust, Mr. 

F. D. Gorwalla, has gone to the United Kingdom 
on a three-year dipl'Oma course in civil engineering 
at Loughborough College on a scholarship financed 
by the Aden Port Trust. This scholarship is in 
addition to one provided for an Aden student, 
Mr. Majid Girgirah. Mr. Girgirah, who is study
ing for a full engineering degree, has completed 
his preliminary studies in the United Kingdom and 
has been accepted at Leeds University as a student 
for his degree. 
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The following attendetP t he royal luncheon 

party at Government House in the course of 

the visit t~ Aden of Her Majesty the Queen and 

His 'Royal Highness the Duke of Edinburgh on 

April 27, 1954. 

Her Majesty the Queen and the Duke of Edin
burgh 

His Excellency the Governor 

Admiral Sir William R. Slayter, Commander-in
Chief, East In dies Station 

Air Marshal Sir C. B. R. Pe lly , Commander-in
Chief, Middle East Air Forces, and Lady Pelly 

Air Vice Marshal S. O. Bufton, Air Officer Com
manding Headquarters British Forces Aden, 
and Mrs . Bufton 

His Highness the Sultan of Lahej 

His Highness the Sultan of Mukalla 

Mr. T. O. Pike, Governor of Somaliland Protec
torate, and Mrs. Pike. 

The Honourable Mr. lustice R. Campbell, and 
M rs. Campbell 

The Honourable E . D. Hone, Chief SecretG/y, and 
Mrs. Hone 

The Honourable R. P. Errington, Member of 
Executive Council, and Mrs. Errington 

The Honourable S. M. Banin, Member of Legis
lative Council, and Mrs. Banin 

The Honourable A . 1. Hasanali, Member of Legis
lative Council, and Mrs. Hasanali 

The Honourable V. K. loshi, Member of Legis-
lative Council, and Mrs. loshi 

Mr. Dinshaw H. C. Dinshaw 

Sir Michael Adeane 

Capt. Viscount Allthorp 

Commander Michael Parker 

Lady Pamela Mountbatten 

The A.D.C. to His Excellency the Governor 



A schoolboy's love for things mechanical has 
been evidenced in the Wadi Hadhramaut in the 
Eastern Aden Protectorate. At Al Ghuraf, in the 
wadi, about 350 miles from Aden, is a small air
strip, which is visited twice a week by aircraft 
from the Colony. A. young beduin boy was seen 
standing beside the sandy runway waiting for a 
plane to land, and when asked where he had come 
from he replied that he lived at Gheil Omer, 30 
miles away. He had watched the" small bird" fly 
over his house for many months past. Now he was 
determined to see the machine on the ground, and 
so had walked to the air-strip. Needless to say, 
officials let him see the aeroplane at close quarters 
and also let him sit at the controls. That night the 
boy started the journey back to his village, eager 
to tell his friends that the" small bird" was really 
very large indeed. 

* * * 
The bridge in Esplanade Road, Crater, opposite 

the Legislative Council Chamber, is now known 
as Haines Bridge, after Aden's first resident. Cap
tain Stafford Bettesworth Haines became Aden's 
first political agent after it was captured in 1839. 
He retained the appointment until 1855. During 
his 16 years in Aden he lived at Crater in the 
building which is now occupied by the Agriculture 
and the Labour Departments of the Government. 
Haines died in Bombay in 1860 at the age of 58 
years. His pioneering work laid the foundation on 
which Aden Colony, as it is today, has been 
developed. 

* * * 
The infant mortality rate in the Colony 

ever the last ten years has shown a steady decline 
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During the Aden Regatta, 
1954, H.E. Sir T. Hickin
botham, K.C.M G., C.l.E , 
O.B.E., chats with Mr. 
and Mrs. A. 1. Hassalain, 
while His Highness the 
Sultan of Lahej studies 
the programme of events 

from 238.97 per 1,000 live births in 1943 to 13'9.92 
in 1952, and the maternal mortality rate had fallen 
to 2.23 per thousand in 1952. Increased attention 
has been given to maternity and child welfare 
work, and a new block of wards has been added 
to the maternity hospital. During 1952 a World 
Health Organization (W.H.O.) team tested 31,000 
young people for tuberculosis and gave BCG vac
cination to 7,750. 

* * * 
The administrations of the Qu'aiti and Kathiri 

States have been preoccupied with means to deal 
with the never-absent fear of famine likely through 
the unreliable rainfall. Stocks of grain are main
tained, and transport has been allocated to meet 
any emergency of this nature. Loans have been 
made available to local farmers with a view to an 
increase of the areas under cultivation, dams are 
being rebuilt and flood control work is being 
carried out. 

* * * 
Although frankincense and myrrh are mainly 

produced in SQmaliland, the trade is based on 
Aden, from which re-exports are distributed in 
small quantities over a long list 'Of c'Ountries, the 
chief being the U.S.A., India, the United King
dom, Egypt and the Sudan. Although both are 
mainly used in the manufacture of incense for reli
gious rites, they have also been used for medicinal 
purp'Oses on account of their mild disinfectant 
pr'Operties. Frankincense is obtained from the bark 
'Of two shrubs of the genus Boswellia, and British 
Somaliland is the 'Only c'Ountry within the C'Olonial 
Empire from which it comes. Myrrh is an ar'Omatic 
resinous exudation from several species · 'Of Com-
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miphora. Again British Somaliland is the chief 
source, although a little comes from Tanganyika 
Territory. 

* * * 
A new preparatory school, designed to train 

students up to the standard of the English Common 
Entrance Examination prior to entry into public 
or -secondary scho'Ols in Britain, is being built in 
Aden. The school is sited at Khormaksar, and the 
opening of the £21,350 building is scheduled for 
March 1, 1955. The Aden Government is contri
buting half the cost 'Of the building and up to 80% 
towards teachers' salaries under an educational 
grant. The remaining funds are being collected by 
private subscription, and many Aden firms have 
given generously towards the scheme. 

* * * 
H.E. the Governor lifted the receiver of an ivory

coloured telephone in Aden on April 10, 1954, and 
dialled the inaugural call-which marked the open
ing of Aden's new telephone exchange. The 
exchange will supply the Colony with 2,000 auto
matic lines. Speaking at the opening ceremony, the 
P'Ostmaster General, Mr. F. Wood, paid a tribute 
to the many people who had shared in the plan
ning and construction of the building and the 
installation of the equipment. 

* * * 
A heavy shower of rain lasting more than one 

hour fell in Aden during the night of July 2/3, 
1954. Accompanied by continuous lightning, ltle 

storm was something of a freak, for during some 
years there is no rainfall at all in Aden, and rain 
during the summer months' is ' almost a pheno-
menon. 

, * * * 
. Flooding in the Wadi Du'an of the Eastern 

Hadhramaut area took place on the morning ot 
July 18 on acc'Ount of the phenomenal rainfall 
which appears to have affected most countries of 
the world. Very considerable damage was caused 
to crops and property, particularly in that part of 
the wadi that lies between Qurha and Lajrat. A 
provisional estimate listed 28 houses, 16 dams and 
17 saqias destroyed, as welI as an enormous 
amount of agricultural property such as palm 
trees and I'lb trees. A government relief team was 
dispatched to the Du'an immediately news was 
received. 

* * * 
It is an ill wind that blows nobody any good, for 

though the exceptional rains caused heavy damage 
in some places both in the east and west hinter
land, they permitted the pe'Ople in many of the 
villages to irrigate rec'Ord areas for crop planting. 
Efforts were made to prevent the precious water 
reaching the sea, but on at least two occasions 
water in the Wadi Kabir reached the sea at Hiswa 
in the Lahej Sultanate. Water also reached the sea 
in the Abyan area. At Audhali about 1,500 acres 
were watered, at Beihan a record area estimated at 
about 3,500 acres was irrigated and in the Aulaqi 
region it was said that large floods reached the 
desert. 

Below left: the tug Gannet awaiting shipment 
from the London Docks to Aden. Below right: the 
P. & O. liner Arcadia at Aden on her maiden voyage 

Photo: courtesy P.L .A. 
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GLEN LINE 

.AND ADEN 

The Glenogle, 

1882 - 1904 

I T might be said that today Glen and Shire 
Line ships are almost a feature of the land
scape in the harbour of Aden, and their dis

tinctive . red funnels and house flag and pennant 
have been a familiar sight in the port for over 80 
years. 

In 1869, when the Suez Canal shortened the sea 
passage to China, James McGregor, of Allan G. 
Gow and Co., sailing-ship owners, ordered the 
s.s. Glengyle, of 1,614 tons gross. She completed a 
highly successful maiden voyage in 1871, and was 
the first of 11 Glen Line steamers built during the 
next 10 years for McGregor, Gow and Co., as the 
firm came to be called. The extent of this contri
bution to our Far Eastern trade can be judged by 
the fact that, though famous clippers like Cutty 
Sark and Thermopylae might make a passage of 
100 days from Foochow to London, the new 
steamers-routed through the Suez Canal-regu
larly made passages of 50 days. 

Of the early Glens, the most famous was perhaps 
Glenartney, which won the blue riband for bring
ing home the first teas of the season in 1874, 
making the passage from Woosung to London in 
44 days. She was again successful in several sub
sequent seasons up till 1880, having, in 1876, 
reduced her time from Woosung to 41 days. 

Glenogle, built in 1881, was a tremendous ad
vance on her predecessors. 3,749 tons gross, she 
was designed for a service speed of 15 knots. This 
she maintained, and on one occasion made the 
passage from Foochow to London in just under 
30 days. 

The first Glen steamers were built primarily for 
the China tea trade. Towards the end of the cen-
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tury, a heavy fall in freights hit the owners of fast 
and expensive tonnage designed for the trade. Glen 
Line did not escape these difficulties, but, in spite 
of them, in 1895 the company was maintaining 
fortnightly sailings from London to the Far East 
and making average passages to Hong Kong in 40 
days. In 1897, with the delivery of Glenlochy and 
Glenturret (each of 4,700 tons deadweight), the 
company acquired the first of a new and successful 
class of ships of considerably greater tonnage than 
their predecessors. 

The association between the Glen and Shire 
Lines dates from 1911. The Shire Line had held 
an honourable place in the China trade for many 
years. It had been founded by Captain D. J. 
Jenkins with a small fleet of sailing ships in the 
'sixties; and in the 'seventies there were added the 
steamers FUntshire, Radnorshire, Breconshire and 
Merionet hs hire. In the early part of the present 
century the Shire Line, having passed through a 
difficult period, had twice changed ownership and 
was short of tonnage. The Glen Line also changed 
hands in 1910, and in view of the similarity of their 
trades, and the interest of Sir Owen Philipps in 
both companies, the Glen and Shire joint service 
was inaugurated and has been maintained ever 
since. 

During the first world war the Glen Line lost six 
ships by enemy action. In spite of this and the 
restrictions inevitable in war time, the company 
continued to study the technical development of 
hull and machinery design. In particular, Glen 
Line undertook large-scale experiments with diesel 
engines, and in 1916 Glengyle was one of the first 
British motor ships to sail for the Far East. 

In the early ' twenties Glen Line built five large 
twin-screw motor ships of 11,500 tons dead weight 
and nearly 17,000 tons bale capacity. These fine 
ships (known as the Glenogle class) had magnifi
cent cargo gear and had a long and honourable 
career, but the very high capital cost of this class 
and a number of Government standard ships 
acquired between 1918 and 1921 placed a con
siderable strain on the finances of the company, 
and no further orders for new tonnage were placed 
until 1936, following the acquisition of the com
pany by Alfred Holt and Co. The eight ships then 
ordered were designated the Glenearn class. They 
were to have a speed of 18 knots, and would have 
been able to maintain a fortnightly service. 
Glenearn, the first of the class, was delivered late 
in 1938, and it was hoped that all eight ships would 
be in commission by the beginning of 1940. But the 
second world war prevented the fulfilment of this 
programme, and at the outbreak of hostilities only 
three furthur ships had been delivered. In view of 
their high speed, it was no surprise when the 
Breconshire, Glenearn, Glenroy and Glengyle were 
requisitioned by the Admiralty within the first few 
months of the war. 

It would be impossible in this short story to give 
more than the barest outlines of the war service 
of these and other Glen and Shire Line fleets. The 
Breconshire-under the White Ensign-was sunk 

in March 1942 when running supplies to Malta; 
Glenshiel was torpedoed a~d~unk by a Japanese 
submarine off Ceylon in Apnl, and Glenorchy was 
sunk in the Malta convoy in August, while Glen-

. gil;rry had been captured by the Germans in Copen
hagen in June 1940, and was subsequently con
verted by them into a commerce raider. Glenearn, 
Glenroy and Glengyle formed part of "Z" Force 
in the Mediterranean, and all three were engaged 
in the evacuation of Greece in 1941, when Glen
earn was seriously damaged; Glenroy also sus
tained damage in this operation, was subsequently 
heavily bombed off Crete and torpedoed and 
beached near Mersa Matruh. Both were repaired, 
however, and took part in the Normandy opera
tion in 1944. Glengyle bore a charmed life, being 
engaged in the operations in Crete, in a number of 
Malta convoys, in the landings in North Africa, 
Sicily and Anzio and-following a refit-in a series 
of operations in Far Eastern waters. 

The remaining 18-knot ships-Denbighshire and 
Glenartney-survived the perils of several Malta 
convoys, though the former ship was damaged by 
fire in Malta Harbour in 1942. S'ubsequently', both 
ships formed part of the Pacific fleet-train. 

Of the remainder of the fleet, Glenstrae survived 
a direct hit during the first blitz on London Docks 
in 1940, Glenaffric evacuated over 5,000 troops 
from St. Nazaire in June of the same year, while 

The Glenroy, one of the Glen liners reconditioned after war service 
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Glenfinlas was heavily damaged by air attack off 
Harwich in April 1941 and again in Bougie Har
bour during the landing operations in North Africa 
in November 1942. Gleniffer, Glenapp, Glenbeg 
and Glenogle, with all the other Red Ensign ships 
of the company's fleets, served as transp'Orts in 
various campaigns, apart from making many 
voyages in c'Ommercial service. 

No rec'Ord 'Of the c'Ompany's war service w'Ould 
be c'Omplete without mention of H.M.S. Activity. 
This twin-screw motDr ship, which was generally 
similar in design tD the Gleanearn class, was taken 
'Over 'On the stocks by the Admiralty in 1942 and 
cDmpleted as an escort carrier. In this capacity she 
had a distinguished naval career in protecting 
Atlantic and Arctic cDnvoys and was engaged in a 
nDtable action against a large fDrce 'Of U-:b'Oats 
i:l the Arctic Circle in April 1944, when three of 

the attacking submarines were sunk. H .M.S. 
Activity ended her war career in the Far Eastern 
theatre and in 1946 was bDught as she lay fDr 
the Shire Line, and after extensive recDnstruc
tiDn was cDmmissiDned late in 1947 and named 
Breconshire. 

T'Oday the company maintains a fast fortnightly 
service in both directions between LDndDn and the 
North CDntinent, and Malaya, HDng KDng, China 
and Japan. In addition the company has a monthly 
service between Europe and BorneD, Siam and the 
Philippines. 

ThDugh the Glen Line's c'OnnectiDn with the 
PDrt 'Of Aden has always been principally in CDn
nectiDn with bunkering, its ships are regular 
carriers 'Of Eastern manufactured gDDds and 'Other 
cDmmDdities tD Aden, and 'Of IDcal prDduce frDm 
Aden tD the U.K. and North Continent. 

Launching the Champion 
THE tug Champion, pictured 'On this page, 

built f'Or the Aden PDrt Trust by Ferguson 
BrDs. (PDrt GlasgDw) Ltd., was launched on April 
6, 1954, and christened by Lady Champion, wife 
'Of the Rev. Sir Reginald Champion, a fDrmer 
Aden G'Overnor. 

This seagoing tug has twin screws and is 120ft. 
IDng b. p., with a moulded breadth 'Of 33ft. and a 
mDulded depth of 14ft. 9in. Maximum draught in 
wDrking conditiDn is about 13ft. 6in. and displace
ment 734 tons. She has Kort nozzle and twin 
" Hydrogap" rudders and at the trials developed 
11 t knots and static bollard pull of 19-!- tons. 

TWD triple-expansion surface condensing engines 
developing 1,200 i.h.p. are supplied by tWD multi
tubular boilers, fired by 'Oil-burning units frDm the 
Wallsend Slipway and Engineering CD. Ltd. 

Merryweather steam-driven fire-fighting and sal
vage equipment has a duplicate diesel-driven 
standby; the electrical installation has a steam
driven generatDr, with a continu'Ous 'Output 'Of 
20kw. at 1l0v. A standby diesel-driven ~et is 'Of the 
same capacity. The MarcDni wireless installation 
has a range 'Of 500 miles. 

Lady Champion with the 
Rev. Sir Reginald launching 
the tug ChampiDn (below) 
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THE RED SEA SHELL TRADE 

I T is correct to talk 'Of shell fishing rather than 
pearl fishing tDday, because pearls have become 
mere by-prDducts in many 'Of the regions where 

shell is prDduced. The finest pearl fisheries 'Of the 
world are thDse in the Persian Gulf 'Off Bahrein, 
Kuwait and the Trucial Oman CDasts. The Red 
Sea fisheries, though nDt SD rewarding, date back 
to ancient times, for pearls and mDther-Df-pearl 
shell were brought intD the ports 'Of J edda, 
Suakim, Massawa and Aden before the Christian 
era began. 

The largest and best-knDwn pearl 'Oyster 'Of 

the Red Sea is listed by most authorities as 
Margaritifera margaritifera erythroensis, and is 
closely related to the large species fDund in the 
Persian Gulf. With a name like this it ought tD 
be the finest mother-Df-pearl shell in the world, 
but the white Australian and Pacific shell is 'Of 
better quality and size. AccDrding tD the British 
Museum authDrities, the generic name 'Of the pearl 
'Oyster is now Pinctada. 

The Red Sea pearl shell measures frDm 4in. up 

Top: pearl shell with" bark" 
affected by marine growth, 
and portion remaining after 
nutton discs have been cut 
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tD 8in. across, and may weigh as much as 31b. 
It is distinguished from others by having a dark 
green 'Or brownish cDlouring rDund the edges, and 
a greenish hue 'Over the inside nacreDUS surface, 
though this is nDt necessarily a degrading factor, 
because the "smoky" greenish pearl buttons used 
for waistcoats and fancy wearing apparel are 
made frDm the coloured edge 'Of the Red Sea shell. 
The mother-of-pearl is actually of gDDd quality, 
and when the DccasiDnal pearl is fDund this adds 
profit tD the catch. 

Dhows 'Or sambuks are used as fishing craft 
during tWD seasons of the year, the first being 
frDm March until Nlay, and the second during 
September and OctDber. Though fishing is carried 
out in several ports 'Of the Red Sea, the two island 
groups of DahlDk and Farsan serve as the mDst 
important fishing grounds. 

Red Sea pearl shells are called "Egyptian" by 
the trade because they were fDrmerly shipped tD 

Europe via Egypt. Nowadays, of CDurse, they are 
shipped direct tD their destinations via Suez. 

Most 'Of the pearl shell is used for making 
buttons, though it is also employed for inlaid 
work, 'Ornaments, knife handles, buckles and the 
like, cut frDm the thicker parts of the shell near 
the hinge. This fancy trade has languished in 
Britain except for expDrt purposes, due tD the 



Photo: Stanley 

Above: green snail shells-(left) 
East African, (right) Australian 
polished shell. Below: perfect 
pearl shell from the Red Sea 

Photo: Stanley 

Below: Trochus shell from 
Aden and the Red Sea, illus
trating how button blanks are 
cut from the spiral structure 

Photo: Stanley 
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heavy purchase tax, which was only reduced in 
January 1954 from 75 to 50 per cent. 

Fishermen are naturally anxious to obtain 
more for their shell and they cannot understand 
the reason why buyers are chary of offering higher 
prices in spite of the admitted shortage of shell 
in the countries where buttons are produced. The 
reason is not far to seek, since the pearl-button 
market is poised, so to speak, on a knife edge. 
Mother-of-pearl buttons are superior in quality 
to even the best makes of plastic buttons today, 
but the plastic buttons are good enough, and any 
advance in the price of real shell buttons would 
immediately give the imitation or plastic button 
its chance to swallow the trade. 

Even if purchase tax were to be lifted from 
the fancy trade, the beautiful reproductions in 
plastic materials run the mother-of-pearl article 
very close in their decorative and artistic values. 
Pearl buttons are superior because they stand up 
to laundering, take stains without shedding them, 
and are naturally beautiful, but plastic materials 
are always improving and eager to supplant the 
natural article. Thus there must be understanding 
and co-operation between the producers of shell 
and the manufacturers. There will doubtle:s 
always be a market for mother-of-pearl provided 
the price asked is not too dear. 

Shell is first graded into sound or defective 
classes and these are placed separately into three 
grades according to size. Additional grades known 
as "brokens " or "oysters" refer to broken pieces 
or very small shells that will not enter the three 
good grades. Defective shells are those that have 
been damaged by other marine creatures boring 
into the "bark" or outer covering of the shell. 
Among several defects are the double-backed 
shells, which appear to have been secreted in two 
layers with a fault between. These are often thick 
and promising, but when they are cut for knife 
handles the two thicknesses fall apart. 

A warning which must be emphasized to ship
pers of shell is the absolute necessity of honest 
dealing, for graded parcels must correspond with 
the samples submitted on which price contracts 
have been based. The writer has seen shell taken 
from shipments which in no way equal1ed the 
0riginal samples, and the embarrassment and 
trouble caused to buyers is sufficient to give the 
regional product and the merchant a bad name. 

All oysters, whether they be the smal1er species 
found in an oyster bar or the larger kinds which 
produce pearls, belong to a very large family of 

.J r:. 
bivalves which includes the scallops, cockles and 
mussels. An inferior greenish shell belonging to 
a species of mussel has been fished in quantities 
in the Persian Gulf. It is a thin shell with enor
mous black lips, resembling a razor shell, and 
these have been used in Austria for making cheap 
buttons. 
Mother-ofp~ar1 shell obtained from gasteropods 

is also used in large quantities by the trade. These 
are the sea snails, among which are the "top 
shells" or Trochus species, sometimes spelled 
Trocas, and called "top" shells because of their 
conical shape. There is the larger green snail 

Piling bags of shells 
from Aden in transit 
shed at the King George 
V Dock, Fort of London 

Photo : co urtesy P.L .A . 
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Buttons made from Aden 
shell. T he smoky ones 
are from the darker 
lips of the pearl shell 

Photo: Stanley 

named Turbo marmoratus, used largely for the 
bigger buttons, buckles and inlaid work, which 
mostly comes from the Far East, though it is 
found in East African waters and may possibly 
occur round the coast of Arabia. 

Trochus shell was first exploited by the French, 
and for many years enormous quantities of 
Trochus buttons have been imported by the 
United States from France and Japan. More 
recently, increasing quantities have been used by 
Britain. 

The most important Trochus fisheries are those 
of the Red Sea, centred at Djibouti and Massawa, 



and those of Australia. The Australian Trochus 
nilotica are about 3in. to 4in. from base to apex, 
and almost smooth. They have blotched and 
mottled markings, whereas the Red Sea Trochus 
dentatus is slightly smaller and plastered with 
cement-like nobbles or blobs, which camouflage 
them on the sea bed so that they blend with 
the coral rock. Beneath the encrustations and 
marine growths which cover them lies the solid 
mother-of-pearl forming the whole spiral structure 
of the conical shell. This material is just as good 
as pearl shell for the smaller grades of pearl 
buttons, which are cut from the inner and outer 
sides of the diminishing spiral, so that the smaller 
discs are obtained from near the point. 

The mouth of the Trochus shell is closed by a 
trap door, like a periwinkle, and when the 
creature emerges it has a prominent snout, well
formed eyes and a pair of horns. It feeds with a 
ribbon-like tongue, and since it lives in shallower 
water of from two to six fathoms deep the shells 
can be collected with comparative ease. 

Trochus shells are boiled, to rid them of the 
snails, and 10 cwt. of shell provide about 1 cwt. 
of Trochus meat. The snails are shaken out of 
their shells and are usually consumed by the crew 
of the fishing boat. Surplus quantities are some
times dried and smoked for a few days, and then 
carried for sale to neighbouring markets or distant 
ports. Smoked Trochus meat is soaked in water 
until soft, then cut into dice and used as a base 
for soups, or mixed with other foods. 

Small cowries' are collected and exported for 
special purposes, but they never enter trade to a 

Destination 

United States ... . .. 
Germany ... . .. 
France .. , ... ... 
Trieste .. , ... . .. 
Italy ... '" ... 
French Somaliland ... 
Pakistan ... ... . .. 
Ethiopia ... ... . .. 
Perim ... ... . .. 
Other British countries ... 
Other foreign countries 

Totals ... ... 

Mother-of-pearl, 
various kinds 

1951 1952 

cwt. 
1,792 440 

400 342 
20 -
- 125 

182 -
- 165 
- 8 
- 50 
- 82 
- 1 
32 -

2,426 1,213 

significant extent. There are, of course, many 
other kinds of shell used in commer:::e, though 
never to the same extent as the pearl oyster and 
the Trochus snail; nor are they found and traded 
round the Arabian coast. Particulars of the 
exports of shells from Aden in 1951 and 1952 
are given in the table at the foot of this page. 

It is generally believed that the first production 
of pearl buttons on a commercial scale developed 
in Austria about two centuries ago, and that Red 
Sea shells were used, imported via Constantinople, 
now known as Istanbul. They were manufactured 
mostly by hand with the aid of special files 
and polishing equipment, whereas buttons are 
machine-made today. 

The first operation is to cut discs, or ., blanks," 
of various sizes from the shell to avoid wastage 
of the nacreous area. This is sometimes done near 
the fisheries to save freightage, since whole shells 
are bulky and awkward to pack, and the waste 
material is not of great value. In Europe, or the 
Western Hemisphere, the waste parts are ground 
to form grits for various purposes, including 
poultry feeding. The blanks are sorted according 
to size and quality, then they are rounded and 
reduced to proper sizes, their centres shaped and 
perforated, and the finished articles polished by 
various means. 

Plastic buttons are produced in much the same 
way after the blanks have been cut from sheets 
of material. The competition between plastic and 
natural buttons chiefly depends, therefore, not on 
a different process but on the cost of the material 
from which they are made. 

Destination Cowries 
1951 1952 

I 

cwt. 
United States I - 264 ... . .. 
Germany ... . .. - 183 

I 
Egypt 192 12 . .. .,. . .. 
India . .. . .. . .. 19 6 
French Somaliland ... 80 -
Ethiopia ... . .. . .. 99 61 
Italian East Africa - 31 ... 
Other British countries ... 12 1 
Other foreign countries 

i 
- 3 

I 

I 

I 

402 561 
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Aden Refinery 

Opens Early 

WHEN the first tanker sailed into the oil 
port of Little Aden in July 1954, it was 
four months ahead of schedule-a 

schedule which two years earlier was thought to 
be so tight that jt could hardly be improved. 

The 270-acre site on Little Aden peninsula, 
which until 1952 was only barren sand and rock, 
is now almost covered with steel towers, tanks and 
a maze of piping. At the adjacent port three jetties, 
able to accommodate four big tankers simul
taneously, have been built; over 1,000,000 cubic 
yards of rock have been quarried and tipped into 
a breakwater and bund, and 200 acres of land re
claimed by pumping ashore 6,000,000 cubic yards 
of sand dredged during harbour and approach 
channel deepening operations. 

The refinery, which is operated by an Anglo
Iranian subsidiary, Aden Petroleum Refinery, 
Ltd., is capable of processing 5,000,000 tons of 
crude oil each year. This crude oil is being brought 
from Kuwait, mainly in big tankers carrying up to 

View in April 1954, 
showing crude distil
lation unit and inter
connecting pipelines 
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Levellers at work in Decem
ber 1952 on the site for the 
new oil refinery at Little Aden 

30,000 tons. Smaller tankers carry away the 
refined products, including motor spirit and kero
sene, for distribution throughout the Red Sea and 
Indian Ocean area. In all about 600 tankers a 
year will sail in and out of Little Aden harbour. 

To achieve the construction of this big refinery 
and all its ancillaries in such a short time required 
months of preliminary planning and co-ordinating. 

As Sir William Fraser, Anglo-Iranian's Chair
man, pointed out in his last annual statement to 
stockholders: "This is about four months in ad
vance of our best expectations, and represents a 
remarkable feat of successful planning and con
struction by our team of staff and contractors." 



THE R.A.F. IN ADEN 

O
UR companions, civilian friends spending a 
few rushed hours in Aden on their way from 
Australia, watched with interest a flight of 

jet aircraft whine overhead. Why, they asked, was 
the Royal Air Force in Aden? What does it do ? 

Since the early days of the Aden Protectorate, 
the Royal Air Force has played a large part in 
maintaining peace in a land of bitter tribal feuds. 

There is a great wealth of Service interest in 
Aden extending beyond the flying units them
selves; but let our first concern be with the 
squadrons. These are based at R_oyal Air Force 
Khormaksar, which, although controlled by the 
R.A.F., is a "joint-user" airfield; and one may 
there see machines of Aden Airways, Ethiopian 
Airlines, B.O.A.C., Air India and Yemen Airlines 
(not forgetting Mr. Besse's Bonanza), in addition 
to Vampires, Valettas, Ansons, Austers and the 
odd Meteor 7. 

No. 8 Squadron, currently equipped ' with 
Vampires, has a long and proud record of service 
at Aden. Since 1928, when it was decided to 
rely on air power to maintain law and order in 
the Protectorate, the squadron has been equipped 
with many types of aircraft-Vincents, Tempests, 
Brigands and Vampires, to name but a few. 

The squadron's current role is that of a day
fighter/ ground-attack squadron, with emphasis on 
ground attack. Over the last 18 months it has 
been actively engaged in support of local ground 
forces operating up-country and in flag flights 
over tribal areas where peaceful relations with the 
Aden Government have deteriorated. 

Vampire pilots have ample opportunity for 
armament practice. There is a range for guns and 
rockets at Khormaksar Beach, and a bombing 
range inland. Sometimes a launch of the Marine 
Craft Unit is used to tow a splash target for 
gunnery and rocket practice. 

Another squadron which seems happy with its 
present equipment-though it is operated at high 
intensity-is the Aden Communication Squadron. 
The aircraft are Valettas and they deliver fresh 
rations to the South Arabian Route stations of 
Riyan, Salalah and Masirah. They also maintain 
passenger and freight schedules to Eastleigh, 
Khartoum and Fayid, supply the Somaliland 
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Scouts (for Somali land comes under Aden's 
Command), and where strips suitable for Valettas 
are available (and they are at places like Nisab, 
Quoban, Mukeiras, and Ghuraf in the Hadhra
maut) they support the Aden Protectorate Levies 
when these are operating up-country. Odd jobs 
such as the flying of servicing parties to Kameran 
Island to assist Vampires staging through, or the 
lifting of troops for anti Mau Mau operations, 
turn up from time to time. It is not surprising 
to find that in 1952 the Valettas carried 4,873 
passengers and about 1,000 tons of freight. 

Those who imagine that an R.A.F. flight 
equipped with Ansons and Austers is a bread
and-butter affair should visit the Aden Protec
torate Support Flight. The flight is responsible 
for flying political officers up-country, for com
munications with the Aden Protectorate Levies 
when they are in the field, and occasionally for 
obliging the Arab Rulers. Some of the landing 
strips into which the Ansons fly would cause 
alarm to most home-based pilots. Weekly 
schedules to most of the present airfields in the 
Protectorate are a regular feature. Despite the 
affection with which the Support Flight pilots 
regard their Ansons, they are looking forward 
eagerly to a more modern replacement. 

The Officer Commanding R.A.F. Regiment 
re ~ninds us that we should not confuse the 
Regiment with the Levies, for whereas the Levies 
are resp:msible for maintaining law and order 
throughout the Protectorate, the Regiment's role 
is the internal security of Aden Colony. There has 
been no army in Aden, except for that most neces
sary unit, Air Formation Signals and a small care 
and maintenance unit for Aden's coastal defence 
guns, since the R.A.F. took over in 1947. 

The Levies Band is well known in Aden, adding 
that touch of "pomp and circumstance" to 
plrades and functions both service and civilian. 
It is interesting to record that the bandsmen 
cannot read a note of music, yet within six months 
they can learn six different tunes. 

From the Aden Supplies Depot one can take 
a lesson in housekeeping on the grand scale. The 
A.S.D.-a wholly R.A.F. unit--feeds the military 
personnel of the Colony, and visiting R.A.F. and 

Above: a juvenile reception committee 
meets an Anson on the sun-drenched air
strip at Beihan. Below: arrival at Salalah, 
with two guards of honour wielding 
" pieces of ordnance" which range from 
sporting Lee-Enfields to .450 Martinis 
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naval elements, the Levies and the Government 
Guards. It supplies the Levies' camels and their 
fodder, runs a dairy farm with 200 head of cattle 
(and one Friesian bull), bakes 2,000 loaves a day 
and re-stocks Riyan, Salalah and Masirah with 
Valetta-Ioads of meat, vegetables, bread and eggs ' 
three times a fortnight. Twice a year, in a ship 
chartered by the R.A.F., the depot sends to the 
staging pJsts bulk supplies of flour, atta (for 
native baking) and sheep and goats "on the 
hoof" for ritual slaughtering by the Levies. The 
head baker, Mohamed Sussein Hassan, has served 
British Forces in Aden since 1901-and will show 
his paybook to prove it. 

On the same premises is the Medical Equi p
ment Depot, which supplies everything its name 
implies to the British Forces, Aden Command, to 
visiting troops and naval vessels and to the 
Somaliland Scouts. 

At 114 M.U., sited near the Services Institute 
Lido, they have problems of their own. The unit 
is responsible for supplying all the "hardware" 
and domestic accoutrements for all the Aden 
Forces and their East African stations. 

The Royal Air Force Hospital in Aden is well 
known, and little need be said of the magnificent 
job that the hospital staff do in catering for the 
sick of all the military forces and of passing ship
ping. Equipped with the most modern equipment, 
the hospital can deal with any emergency, and its 
surgeon, Squadron Leader R. L. Pry or, gained 
well-deserved recognition for his brilliant heart 
operation on an officer of the Aden Protectorate 
Levies. It all began when Flight Lieutenant P. H. 
Mason, commanding a detachment of A.P.L.s, 
encamped near the 5,000ft.-high Auster strip at 
Dhala, decided to go out monkey hunting. Seeing 
a movement, a fitter in his party fired. The shot 
pierced Mason's heart and wounded his orderly. 

The orderly having made his way back to 
carrp, an Arab R / T. officer flashed a signal to 
Levy headquarters in Aden, whereupon a Land 
Rover and a three-tonner were hastily loaded up 
-the first with a Levy doctor, surgical kit and 
blood plasma, and the three-tonner with an escort 
of Levy soldiers. They set out across roadless 
mountains and rutted, boulder-strewn country, on 
a 95-mile trip rarely accomplished in under eight 
hours. The Levy drivers made it in four hours 
20 minutes. 

After a blood transfusion Mason slept; but the 
doctor had decided that it would be dangerous to 
operate, and signal1ed Aden accordingly. Imme-
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diately the Support Flight was alerted and two 
Ansans took aboard Squadron Leader Pryor, his 
brother, an anaesthetist, an operating theatre 
sister, a corPJral theatre assistant, complete equip
ment for a major op~ration, and a supply of 
fresh blood. They put down safely on the Auster 
strip; a major achievement in itself. 

The surgeon also decided against operating on 
the spot; so after another transfusion Mason was 
placed aboard an Anson, which somehow clam
bere=l into the air after a downhill run and flew 
back to Aden. The hole in Mason's heart was 
found to be large enough to take a man's finger; 
in fact the surgeon actually sewed the heart 
around his own finger before drawing the stitches 
together. "Mason, P. H., FIt. Lt. " still figures in 
the Air Force List! 

No. 1152 Marine Craft Unit, located near the 
Khormaksar peninsula road, provides facilities 
for sea search and rescue in the Gulf of Aden 
and the Red Sea. 

Talking of troopers (and who does not when 
one's turn comes for posting home?), No. 50 
Movements Unit is responsible for all trooping 
arrangements of Service personnel through Aden. 
A measure of the scale of this job may be gauged 
by the fact that this year alone the unit has 
arranged for shore leave for 61,500 personnel; 
embarked 1,280 p~rsonnel; disembarked 1,030 
p~rsonnel; handled 500 ships and on / off-loaded 
18,500 tons of freight. 

Controlling this complex system of Air Forces 
in Aden is Headquarters British Forces Aden. 
Apart from day-to-day administration of these 
forces, the Air Officer Commanding and his staff 
have wide responsibilities. The area of the Air 
Officer Commanding's command embraces the 
Colony and Protectorate of Aden, the coast and 
coastal islands of the Sultanate of Oman as far 
as Ras Al Hadd; the territories ' of Kenya, 
Uganda, Tanganyika, Northern Rhodesia, Nyasa
land, the Somaliland Protectorate and the Sudan; 
the islands 'of Kameran, Perim, Socotra, Zanzibar, 
Mauritius and the Seychelles. In addition, Head
quarters is responsible for maritime operations by 
the Royal Air Force over the Red Sea, the Gulf 
of Aden and a wide area of the Indian Ocean. 

The Royal Air Force in Aden can justly be 
p~'oud of its many obligations, and does much to 
ensure " p~ace within thy walls, and plenteousness 
within thy palaces." 

All the pictures in this article and a large part of the text are reproduced by courtesy of the Editor of Flight. 

F/L I. T. Cham
bers, D.F.C (centre), 
who commands the 
AP.S.F., with two 
of his officers, (left) 
F / L Miller and 
(right) F /0 Mudry 
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Left: S / L I. R. 
Wood, D.F.C., com
manding the Aden 
Communication 
Squadron. Below: 
an Anson at Beihan, 
on the Yemen border ' 



THE most ancient relic of Aden's long struggle 
for an assured water supply lies in the 
tanks of Tawela, which are a succession of 

hanging cisterns. The hard rock, the sparse soil 
and the precipitous hills to the west of Aden 
result in the most meagre fall of rain becoming a 
torrent. On the eastern side of the hills the descent 
is partially blocked by a large table-land which 
itself is sharply cut by numerous valleys and 
Bullies, most of which lead into a main ravine. 
It is down this cleft that much of the torrent 
resulting from a fall of rain urgently seeks the sea. 

The sight of this flood sp8radicaIIy running to 
waste must have .spurred the imagination of the 
earliest inhabitants of Aden. They probably knew 
of the great dam of Mareb built about 700 RC. 

and other early examples of reservoirs designed 
to conserve the winter rains. A succession of 
hanging cisterns in the valley was accordingly 
built, partly by excavating basins from the rock 
and partly by artificial dams of masonry. Semi
elliptical in shape and lined with flights of steps, 
ea~h was designed to spilJ into the next tank 
below. Even today their construction would be 
regarded as something of an engineering feat; 
when one considers the primitive tools and 

- methods of the ancients who built them, the 
importance of water to the early dwellers of Aden 
begins to be appreciated. 

Much controversy has been excited about the 
probable date of their construction. They have 
all occasion been attributed to the Persian occu
pation of the Yemen in the sixth century, and 
Persian influence on local architecture and other 
works has been cited as evidence in support of 
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ANCIENT TANKS 

OF ADEN 

These bridges span the water channels 
leading to Aden's famous water tanks 

Photo : courtesy B .O.A.C. 

this theory. On the other hand, the period was 
one of cultural decline, and another theory that 
the tanks were built by the Himyaritic Arabs 
during the great age of Sabean culture at the 
beginning of the Christian era has gained ground. 
There is, of course, the possibility of much later 
work at Tawela, as Arab records tell us of tanks 
constructed in the Middle Ages. 

The most detailed of the early descriptions of 
the tanks was given by the traveller, Henry Salt, 
who wrote about them in 1809: "Amongst the 
ruins, some fine remains of ancient sp!endour are 
to be met with, but these only serve to cast a 
deeper shade over the desolation of the scene. 
The most remarkable of these reservoirs consists 
of a line of cisterns situated on the north~west side 
of the town, three of which are fully 80 feet wide, 
and proportionately deep, all excavated out of 
the solid rock and lined with a thick coat of fine 
stucco, which externally bears a strong resem
blance to marble. A broad aqueduct may still be 
traced which formerly conducted the water . to 
these cisterns from a deep ravine in the mountain 
above; higher up is another still entire, which 
at the time we visited it was partly filled with 
water." 

After the British had occupied Aden, some of 
the cisterns were repaired. Writing in the middle 
of the last century, Captain ' R. L. Playfair, the 
historian, stated: "When Captain Haines, then 
engaged on a survey of the Arabian coast, visited 
Aden in 1835, several of the reservoirs appear still 
to have been in a tolerably perfect state; besides 
the hanging tanks, or those built high upon the 
hills, several large ones were traceable round the 

town: but from the British occupation until very a complete chain has been formed, reaching to the 
lately, no steps having been taken to repair or very heart of the town. Tl)~se reservoirs were 
preserve them from further destruction, they be- filled for the first time on the 23rd October, 1857, 
came entirely filled up with stones and soil washed when, . though 'a . very small proportion of the 
down from the hills by the rain; the people of whol.e ~ad been repaired, more water was col-
the town had been permitted to carry away the lected from a single fall of rain than the whole of 
stone for building purposes; and, with the excep- the wells would yield during an entire year." 
tion of a very few, which could not easily be But the march of science and engineering more 
destroyed or concealed, all trace of them was lost, and more quickly outdates the work of the pre-
save where here and there a fragment of plaster, vious generation. Bore wells constructed outside 
appearing above the ground, indicated the sup- Aden and plant to convey the water into the 
posed position of a reservoir, believed to be ruined town, joined with a better appreciation of the 
beyond the p0ssibility of repair. Within the last dangers of exposed and untreated water in hot 
three years, the restoration of these magnificent climates, were sufficient to cause the tanks to be 
public works has been undertaken, and already 13 abandoned once more. 
have been completed capable of holding upwards Today only nine of Playfair's 13 tanks exist, 
of 8,000,000 gallons of water." all in a fair state of preservation. As a rule they 

Captain Playfair goes on : "They are extremely are dried out, but a good deal of rain will still fill 
fantastic in their shapes: some are formed by a them with several million gallons of water in 
dyke being built across the gorge of a valley; in less than an hour. Legend has it that a local saint, 
others, the soil in front of a re-entering angle in Abu Bakr, claims a life whenever the tanks fill ; 
the hill has been removed, and a salient or curve and it is a fact that a small boy was drowned 
of masonry built in front of it, while every feature in one when they filled in September 1953. 
of the adjacent rocks has been taken advantage The complexities of western civilization crowd 
of and connected by small aqueducts, to ensure in on Aden, but the tanks remain, a monument 
no water being lost. The overflow of one tank has to an older civilization preoccupied with simpler 
been conducted into the succeeding one, and thus and more basic problems. 

One of the tanks of Tawela, a remarkable feat of construction 
Photo: D . Richards 
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Port of Aden Traffic 
IMPORTS AND EXPORTS 

Total value, excluding land trade, from January 1953 to December 1953 

IMPORTS EXPORTS 
MONTH £ £ 

JANUARy ..... .................................... . 5,309,400 1,895,400 
FEBRUARy ...................................... . 5,046,450 1,332,900 
MARCH ......... . ............................... . 3,958,650 1,429,350 
APRIL ... . ........................ . ....... ... .. ... . 5,506,700 1,572,450 
MAy .................. .... . ........... ........ . . . 5,323,450 1,491,700 
JlJNE ' ............................................ . 5,483,450 1,123,850 
JlJLY .................... . .. . . .......... .. . .. .. . . . 5,125,700 1,420,750 
AlJGUST ....... .... .................... ... .. .. . .. . 4,539,000 1,095,900 
SEPTEMBER .... .. .... . ..... . .... ... .. . ..... ... . 3,927,550 1,188,550 
0 2TOBER ... .... . .. , ....... .. ..... . .. ....... . .. . 4,536,900 1,371,750 
NOVEMBER .... . .... . .............. . ..... ..... , . . . 4,604,450 1,345,550 
DECE11BER .. .......... . . ........................ . 5,541,150 1,470,050 

TOTAL .............. ..... . .. ....... .. . . £58,902,850 £16,738,200 
-----

NUMBER OF VESSELS (Steam and Motor) AND COUNTRY CRAFT 
USING THE PORT FROM APRIL 1953 to MARCH 1954 

Steam and Motor Vessels (including warships and Country Craft 
Government Craft) (Dhows) 

Net Register 
Month Nos. Tonnage Nos. Tonnage 

1953 
APRIL ............ 448 1,843,249 201 13,546 
MAy ............... 420 1,788,101 185 13,540 
JUNE ............ 389 1,761,085 128 9,861 ' 
JULY ............ 404 1,756,049 70 6,531 
AUGUST ......... 415 1,683,531 63 5,825 
SEPTEMBER ...... 408 1,689,677 95 7,732 
OCTOBER .. ....... 419 1,880,194 121 9,598 
NOVEMBER 392 1,785,082 143 11,627 
DECEMBER ...... 421 1,878,495 175 14,170 

1954 
JANUARY ......... 407 1,725,649 148 11 ,928 
FEBRUARy . . ....... 352 1,570,319 116 8,039 
MARCH ............ 421 1,848,191 169 12,306 

4,896 21,209,622 1,614 124,703 
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Freight and Passenger Services 

Aden bas for over eighty years been a port of call 
for ships of the B.I. Company ;-

SERVICES . 

• EASTWARDS to India, Pakistan , Ceylon , Straits, 

China, Japan , Burma and Australasia; 

and to the Persian Gulf via Bombay. 

• WESTWARDS to Port Sudan , Egypt, Marseilles, 

U.K. and N. Continental ports. 

• SOUTHWARDS to Kenya, Tanganyika, Zanzibar, 

Portuguese E. Africa and Natal. 

These destinations may be reached either direct or 

through connecting B.I. services. 

B.I. B.I.S.N. CO. LTD. • 122 LEADEN HALL STREET, LONDON, E.C.3 

AGENTS AT ADEN • COWASJEE DINSHAW & BROS . Steamer . Point 

THE HOUSE MAGAZINE 
PlIBLISHING AGENCY 

Publishers of " The Aden Annual." 
Specialists in the production 
of overseas services magazines, 
journals, reports, brochures and 
printing of all kinds. An 
efficient and economical service 
offered to' government departments, 
port and shipping authorities, 
railway and transport concerns. 
Foreign language work undertaken. 

Cables and telegrams to: 
Captharne 226, England 

Managing agent: 
A. E. HAARER, F.L.S. 

(( Carsona)JJ Crawley Down) 
Sussex 
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THE ADEN PORT TRUST 
Provides many facilities for ships 

passing through Aden) 

whether by day or by night 

SPECIALLY 
NOTED FOR ITS 

OIL, COAL BUNKERING AND 
TRANSHIPMENT 

SERVICES 

For full particulars apply: 

CHAIRMAN, ADEN PORT TRUST 

. . . . . for example - 4 ins. of 
concrete reinforced with BRC 
No. 9 Fabric is equal in strength 
to 8 ins. unreinforced. The 
saving in cement, time and 
labour makes reinforcement an 
essential for practically all types 
of concrete work. 

goes 
urtner 

WELDED 

/ 
/ 

I 
/ 
l 

, 

FABRIC 

\ 
( 

THE BRITISH REINFORCED CONCRETE ENGINEERING CO. LTD., STAFFORD 

Agents: CORY BROS. & CO. LTD., STEAMER POINT, ADEN. Tel: 241 & 242 
,~---------------------------------------------------------------------------
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• • • • INSTALLED IN SINGAPORE~S VAST DOCK SYSTEM 

In spite of the devastation suffered 

by Singapore during the war, this 

great port is now handling cargo 
1 

I 
...J 

at a higher ra~e than in 1939, and 

Ransomes Trucks are .playingtheir part in this great achievement. 

Built to last and to give years of satisfactory service under rigorous 

conditions, Ransomes Trucks minimize maintenance costs and out-of-

s 
service time. Moreover, there are 

types and sizes for every load in 

industry. 

T here is a Ransomes Truck for every load 

Write for illustrated literature of complete range of forklift and platform models. 

RANSOMES SIMS & JEFFERIES LTD., IPSWICH, ENGLAND 
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CALTEX 
MARINE FUELS 

at prineipal ports 
East of Suez 
ADEN MADRAS 

BAHREIN MANILA 

BOMBAY MOMBASA 

CALCUTTA OSAKA 

CAPETOWN PORT 

COCHIN ELIZABETH 

COLOMBO RAS TANURA 

DURBAN SIDON 

HONG KONG ·' SINGAPORE 
KARACHI SUEZ 
KOBE YOKOHAMA 

lOURENCO YOKOSUKA 

MARQUES 

'~PING schedules over a large part of the 
world are maintained because of Caltex Fuel 
and Diesel Oils. These high quality petroleum 
products are readily available at modern 
ocean terminals throughout the Eastern 
Hemisphere. Caltex marine lubricants are also 
available at more than 350 world ports as are the 
services of skilled technicians-to insure full 
efficiency and economy of operation 
through the use of these products. 

CALTEX 
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PETROLEUM 
PRODUCTS 
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ETHIOPIA 
Branch Offices at 

ERITREA FRENCH SOMALILAND 
Djibouti Addis Ababa, Diredawa & Dessie Asmara & Massawa 

SOMALILAND PROTECTORATE 
Berbera & Hargeisa 

THE ARABIAN 
TRADING COMP ANY LIMITED 
Established 1894 Incorporated in England 

Merchants, Importers, Exporters and Insurance Agents 
Telephone No. 300l Cable Address: XEBEC, Aden 

REPRESENTING 
NUFFIELD EXPORTS LTD. 

Morris, Riley, Wolseley, M.G., 
Morris Commercial Vehicles and Marine Engines 

B.S.A. 
Motor and Pedal Cycles, Sporting Rifles 

OLDHAM & SON LTD. 
" Power to Spare" Motor Batteries 

ALEXANDER DUCKHAM & CO. LTD . 
Motor Oils and Lubricants 

ARMSTRONG'S PATENTS CO. LTD. 
Shock Absorbers 

LEWIS BERGER (GT. BRITAIN) LTD. 
Paints and Distempers 

A. C. MORRISON (ENGINEERS) LTD. 
Automatic Lighting Equipment 

THE GENERAL ELECTRIC CO. LTD. 
Everything Electrical 

STEELS ENGINEERING PRODUCTS LTD. 
Incorporating { Coles Engineering 

Pelapone-Rlcardo 
Diesel Engines and Cranes 

STANTON IRONWORKS CO. LTD. 
Cast Iron Pipes, etc. 

STEWARTS AND LLOYDS LTD. 
Steel Tubing 

GEORGE KENT LTD. 
Water Meters 

SIGMUND PUMPS LTD. 
Centrifugal Pumps 

GULF OIL (GT. BRITAIN) LTD. 
Marine Oils and Lubricants 

THE CENTRAL AGENCY LTD. 
J. & P. Coats" Chain" Brand Sewing Threads 

Clark's " Anchor" Brand Handicraft Threads 
" Lightning" Zip Fasteners 

NEUSS, HESSLEIN, KEMPTON LTD. 
Cotton Piece-goods 

M. MAKOWER & CO. LTD. 
Rayon Piece-goods 

PATONS & BALDWINS LTD . 
Knitting Wool 

A.B. ORIGINAL-ODHNER 
Adding and Calculating Machines 

A.B.C. HANSEN COMPANY A/S. 
" Diamant" Grinding Mills 
ROYAL TYPEWRITER CO. INC. 
Portable and Standard Typewriters 
GILLETTE INDUSTRIES LTD. 
Razor Blades and Sets 
" Toni " and" Prom" Home Permanent Waves 
" White Rain" Shampoo 
RONEO LTD. 
Steel Office Equipment and Furniture 
ELECTROLUX LTD. 
Kerosene and Electrically operated Refrigerators 
H. J. HEINZ COMPANY LTD. 
Tinned Soups, Foods and Sauces 
DONALDSON GOLF CLUB MNFRG. CO. LTD. 
" Rangefinder" Golf Clubs and Accessories 
DUNLOP RUBBER CO. LTD. (DUNLOPILLO 

DIVISION) 
Mattresses, Pillows, Cushions, etc. 
JOHNSON & JOHNSON (GT. BRITAIN) LTD. 
Surgical Goods and Baby Requisites 
WILLIAM R. WARNER & CO. LTD. 
Pharmaceuticals 
HEPBURN & ROSS LTD. 
" Red Hackle " Whisky 
SIR ROBERT BURNETT & CO. LTD. 
,. White Satin " Gin 
BARCLAY PERKINS & CO. LTD. 
Beers 
WILLIAMS & HUMBERT LTD. 
Sherries 
UNILEVER EXPORT LTD. 
Pepsodent and Mentasol Toothpaste 
ROLEX WATCH COMPANY S.A. 
Ladies' and Gentlemen' s Watches 
ERNST LEITZ G.m.b.H. 
Leica Cameras, Photographic Equipment and Binoculars 
THE BOASE SPINNING CO. LTD. 
Tarpaulins 
THE PARKER PEN COMPANY LTD. 
Fountain Pens, Propelling Pencils, " Quink " Inks 
J. BLAKEBOROUGH & SONS LTD. 
A II types of Valves 

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC INTERNATIONAL COMPANY 
Air-conditioning Equipment 

INSURANCE 
THE GUARDIAN ASSURANCE CO. LTD ., LONDON: Marine, Fire, Burglary and Motor Insurance 
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Fly from ADEN 

to all six continents ... 

Direct B.O.A.C. services by 4-engined, fully-pressurized airliners link Aden with 51 countries 

on all 6 continents. Deep-seated comfort; complimentary meals; attentive service; no tips 

or extras. 

Regular services by ADEN AIRWAYS within the principal Red Sea Territories connect at 

Aden, Cairo, Khartoum and Nairobi with B.O.A.C. trunk routes. 

Consult your Local Travel Agent or Aden Airways Ltd., ~ ~ 
2 / 4 Esplanade Road, Crater. Telephone: Aden 2224. 
Crescent Hotel Annexe, Steamer Point . Telephone: Aden 2241. 

fLY BY B·O·A·C AND ADEN AIR'WAYS 
BRITISH OVERSEAS AIRWAYS CORPORATION and its subsidiary company ADEN AIRWAYS LIMITED 
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CIVIL ENGINEERING 

AND BUILDING CONTRACTORS TO THE 

ANGLO-IRANIAN OIL COMPANY 

AT ADEN REFINERY 

GEORGE WIMPEY & co. LIMITED, LONDON, W.6, ENGLAND 

OVERSEAS AT 

ADEN AUSTRALIA BORNEO BURMA CANADA 

GOLD COAST IRAQ· KUWAIT PAKISTAN SOUTH AFRICA 

SINGAPORE . TURKEY 
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THE BRITISH BANK 
OF 

THE MIDDLE EAST 
(Incorporated by Royal Charter 1889) 

CRATER, ADEN 

ALEPPO CAPITAL DAMMAM 

ALKHOBAR £1,500,000 DOHA 
(for Dhahran) 

DUBAI 
AMMAN RESERVE 

JEDDAH 
BAGHDAD £1,350,000 

KUWAIT (& 
BAHRAIN 

The Bank has branches throughout AHMADI) 
BASRA the Middle East and in Bombay and MUSCAT 
BEIRUT Calcutta. The Bank's services and 

SHARJAH 
RAS BEIRUT knowledge 0/ local conditions will 

gladly be placed at the disposal 0/ TRIPOLI 
BOMBAY Exporters and Importers. (Lebanon) 

CALCUTTA TRIPOLI 
DAMASCUS INQUIRIES ARE INVITED (Libya) 

Head Office 

51 GRACECHURCH STREET 

LONDON, E.C.3 
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Buy a DUNLOP TUBE 

with a DUNLOP COVER 
FOR .MAXIMUM PERFORMANCE AND SATISFACTION 

... 

DUNL 
CAR TYRES 

for greater mileage 

Sole Distributor: 

E. C. PATELL AND SONS • CAMP 
T EL E P HONE 39 7 2 

• ADEN 

be familiar Player 's Sailor figure 
symbolises all that is dependable and worth
while in tobacco manufacture. In the 
cigarette world he stands for Player's Navy 
Cut-a name rendered justly famous for 
the excellence and quality it gives to smokers. 
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Cable address: .. DELBOURGO ADEN." 

s. E. DELBOURGO (ADEN) LTD. 
Steamer Point 

ADEN 
Offices in Addis Ababa, Asmara, Djibouti 

AGENTS FOR: 

UNllEVER . YORKSHIRE INSURANCE CO. ~ NESTLE • ZEISS • ILFORD 

MULLARD ~ PAILLARD • GENERAL TYRES· DEWAR'S WHISKY, ETC. 

dl~ckisls ~~ 
SOAPS FLOUR, RICE, SUGAR, WATCHES 

EDIBLE FATS AND OILS EDIBLE STARCH, ETC. TYRES AND TUBES 
MILK PRODUCTS CAMERAS CEMENT 
BUTTER, CHEESE TYPEWRITERS IRON AND STEEL PIPES 

FISH, POULTRY, OTHER PHOTOGRAPHIC FILMS, 
PROVISIONS TUBES 

(CANNED - FRESH - FROZEN) 
PAPERS, CHEMICALS 

SANITARY WARE 

BEER, WINES AND SPIRITS 
TEXTILES 

SQUASHES 
SHOES, SPORTS GOODS 

SHEET GLASS 

BISCUITS, CHOCOLATES RUGS TIMBER 

CONFECTIONERY LADIES' AND GENTS' PLYWOOD, HARDBOARD 

TOBACCO, CIGARETTES OUTFITTERS STEEL FURNITURE 

CIGARS (DAKS, ETC.) SAFES, ETC. 

Fire, Marine and Motor Insurance 

Ship chandling and retailing through: THE ELITE STORES, STEAMER POINT, ADEN 
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A major advance in Civil. E.ngineering 
and Constructional Practice 

STEEL HEXACON FOUNDATION COLUMN 
in lengths up to 110 feet 

"RENDHEX" No. 4 
y 

~~===::'i'- ---1-

'1--- --- ~, ! xt' 15- i)x 16' 

'!i j:11 
I -,-

L----,:~- ____ I 
Weight oJ Rolled Section: 58.30 lbs. per (t. 
Weight oJ Complete Column (including 

weld): 117.75Ibs_ per ft. 

Moment of Radius of Section 
About Inertia Gyration Modulus 

(inches') (inches) (inches 3) 

XX 1,214 5.95 151.75 

yy 1,038 5.50 125.82 

A lighter section 
"RENDHEX" No.:I 

(]3" x 13") is also available as follows: 
Weight oJ Rolled Section: 36.15Ibs. per /i. 
Weight oJ Complete Column (including 

weld): 72 .50 Ibs. per (t. 

XX 469.26 4.69 72.2 

yy 381.33 4.23 58.7 

THE PURPOSE b~hind the production of Cargo Fleet "'Rendhex" Found
ation Column is to provide engineers and structural designers with a steel 
section which can be adapted to a variety of modern uses at reasonable cost. 
Briefly this new multi-purpose product consists of two semi-hexagonal 
rolled 'steelse'ctions specially designed for welding together to form a 
complete hexagonal column. 
These columns are fabricated at Cargo Fleet and can be supplied in any 
lengths up to 120 feet. The most modern shot blasting equipment has been 
installed to ensure efficient protection from corrosion. 

ADVANTAGES 
ECONOMY IN USE. As load
bearing columns, particularly on 
long lengths, they show distinct 
economies over other forms of 
construction. 

EASE IN HANDLING. In relation 
to their strength these columns 
are light in weight and easily 
transportable. 

SAVING IN TRANSPORT & 
STORAGE SPACE. The columns 
"nest" for transportation and 
shipment. Compared with pre
fabricated columns of equal size 
they show a tremendous saving in 
space-both in transit and on site. 

TECHNICAL A.DVISORY SERVICE. 
The a·s,istance of a specialist drawing-office 
and technical staff is at the disposal of 
engineers and structural rl'signers deBiroU8 
of obtaining further detailed information 
regarding the possibilities and application.t 
of Cargo Fleet "Rendhex" Foundation 
Column. 

APPLICATIONS 
DOCK & HARBOUR 
CONSTRUCTION. Cargo Fleet 
uRendhex" Foundation Columns 
are particularly adapted for use 
where piling construction is 
required. The properties of these 
Columns are superior for the 
work for which they are designed 
as compared with other methods 
of piling construction. 

BRIDGE " CAISSON WORK. 
Foibridge foundations, piers and 
caissons, Cargo Fleet "'Rendhex" 
Foundation Columns areadistinct 
advance on all other types of rivet
ed or. bolted columns. Erection is 
simplified, strength is unimpaired 
by drilling and the absence ofjoint~ 
reduces damage by corrosion. 

STRUCTURAL WORK. Cargo 
Fleet "Rendhex" Foundation 
Columns have a wide range of uses 
both for piled foundations and for 
superstructure columns combining 
lightness in weight with maximum 
load-bearipg capacity. 

SOUTH DURHAM STEEL" IRON CO. LTD. 
(incorporating CARGO FLEET IRON CO. LTD.) 

Central Selling Office: Cargo Fleet Ironworks, Middlesbrough. 
Telegram.s : "CARFLECO." PHONE, MIDDLESBROUGH. 

Telephone : MIDDLESBROUGH 2631 (10 lines). 
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Cables: "Spinneys, Aden." Phone: 2434 

SPINNEYS (}948) LID 
Associated with 

STEEL BROTHERS AND COMPANY LIMITED 

P.o. Box 478 

STEAMER POINT~ ADEN 
Also in ·Cyprus, Iraq, Jordan, Lebanon and Turkey 
Associated Companies in Syria and the Persian Gulf 

GENERAL MERCHANTS AND PROVISIONING AGENTS 

Representatives in Aden for: 
THE BRITISH THOMSON 

HOUSTON EXPORT COMPANY 
LIMITED 

BRITISH INSULATED CALLENDER'S 
CABLES LIMITED 

WORTHINGTON-SIMPSON LIMITED 
THE COSELEY ENGINEERING 

COMPANY LIMITED 
KANDY A LIMITED 

FOAMITE LIMITED 
BELLS ASBESTOS & 

ENGINEERING COMPANY LIMITED 
JOSEPH STEPHENSON & 

COMPANY (LONDON) LIMITED 
THE BRITON BRUSH COMPANY 

LIMITED 
J. & R. TENNENT LIMITED 

IDRIS LIMITED 
SAML. HANSON & SON LIMITED 

HAFNIA SKINKEKOGERI A/S 
AMALGAMATED DAIRIES LIMITED 

H.C. SLEIGH LIMITED 
THE UNITED YEAST COMPANY 

LIMITED 

Electric Motors and other electric 
equipment, Mazda Lamps, Domestic 
Appliances 
All types Electric Cables, Fittings, 
Transmission and Distribution 
Equipment 
Pump and Air Compressors 
Steel Frame Buildings 

Furniture, Kitchen Cabinets and 
built-in fittings 
Fire Fighting Equipment 
Packings and Jointing 

Steel Wool 

Household, Toilet and Paint Brushes 

Lager Beer 
Fruit Squashes 
Provisions and Tinned Goods 
Danish Hams 
Evaporated and Powdered Milk 
All types of Australian produce 
D.C.L. Compressed and Dried Yeast, 
Bakers' sundries 

TRADERS IN IIIDES AND SKINS 

Agents for the LEGAL INSURANCE COMPANY LIMITED (allied with the Royal Group) 

ALL TYPES OF INSURANCE TRANSACTED 
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THE BIRTH OF A HARBOUR • • • • • 

Consulting Engineers: Messrs. Rendel, Palmer, & Tritton 

Here at Little Aden the Anglo-Iranian Oil Co. Ltd., are constructing 

a new Oil Refinery and Tanker Harbour and we are proud to be 

associated in this gigantic project as joint dredging and reclamation 

K. L. KALIS SONS & Co. Ltd. 
STONE HOUSE, BISHOPSGATE 
LONDON, E.C.l. 
Telephone: Bishopsgate 7265 
Telegrams: Soundings Phone London 

contractors 

THE DREDGING & CONSTRUCTION Co. Ltd. 
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9 NEW CONDUIT STREET 
KING'S L YNN, NORFOLK 

Telephone: King's Lynn 3434 
Telegrams: Dedeco, King's Lynn 



Telegrams: "Gekafa," Aden. I GEKA I Telephone: 3671 

George Kaufmann (London) Limited 
EXPORTERS IMPORTERS 

Distributers and Commission Agents 

GEKA HOUSE CRATER ADEN 

Representing 
Ackland & Pratten (Paper Bags, etc.) 

Aristoc (Nylon Stockings) 
Armitage (Sanitaryware) 

Aspro Limited 
Benninga (Margarine & Cooking Fat) 

Beijer, G. & L. (" Baicus " Stoves) 
Carter, H. W. (Ribena Tonic) 

Colgate-Palmolive Products 
Constructors (Steel Furniture) 

Cox & Co. (Steel Chairs) 
Crosse and Blackwell (Provisions) 

Cucirini (Cotton Threads, etc.) 
Dene End (Piecegoods) 

Duyvis (Vegetable Ghee) 
Edge, William (Jiffy Dyes) 

Ferromet (Metallurgical Products) 
Fillery's (Toffees) 

Franklin (Rubber Goods) 
Fusina Berthet (Rayon Goods & Sundries) 

Gebr. Scholton (Dutch Piecegoods) 
Gerhard Bosse (Incandescent Lanterns) 

Gaymer's (Cyders) 
Gourock (Ropes, Twines, Canvas, etc.) 

Hansson, Elof (Papers, etc.) 
Hauser, Franz (General Lines) 

Henley's (Tyres and Tubes) 
Heppner (Glassware) 

Johnson's (Car, Floor, etc., Polishes) 
Johnson Bros. (Crockery) 

Joseph Tetley (" Senator" Coffee & 
Teas) 
Katrinite (Hard Boards) 
Keiller's (Confectionery, Jams, etc.) 
Lionite Specialities (Mirrors, etc.) 
London Rubber Co. (Protectives, Gloves, etc.) 
Matthey, Johnson & Co. (Bullion) 
Needier's (Confectionery) 
Optrex (Eye Lotion and Famel Cough 
Syrup) 
Oxo Limited (Corned Beef, etc.) 
Park Bros. (Car Batteries) 
Pifco Limited (Electrical Goods) 
Pirie, Appleton (Account Books and 
Stationery) 
Pond's (Toilet Preparations) 
Richards (Tiles) 
Roberts' Croupline (Fam-Lax Laxative, 
Castor Oils, etc.) 
Rowntree's (Chocolates and 
Confectionery) 
Samuel Courtaulds (Rayon Piecegoods) 
S.p.A. Mazzucchelli (Combs, Toys, etc.) 
Sippel, B. & J. (Cutlery) 
Spa Brushes (Brushes of all kinds) 
Thommens (" Revue" Watches) 
Turners Asbestos (Cement Products) 
Venesta (Plywood) 
Verbania (Brushes) 
Weston~s Biscuits and Ryvita Crispbread 

AGENTS FOR ALLIANCE ASSURANCE COMPANY LIMITED 
(Fire, Marine, Motor Accident, etc.) 

Also handling Coffee, Gums, Dates, Sugar, Flour, Ginger, Starch, Timber, Enamelware, Cement, etc. 

DEAD OFFICE 41/43 :rtIOORGATE, LONDON, E.C.2 

The (hartered Banl{ of India., 
Australia and China 

Capital 

Reserve Fund 

(INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER IN 1853) 

For one hundrej years the stanjard bearer of the 
British Financial Tradition in the East 

Reserve Liability of the Proprietors 

Head Office: 

38 BISHOPSGATE, LONDON, E.C.2 

£3,500,000 

£5,000,000 

£3,500,000 

Branches of the Bank under British management directed from London are 

established in Aden and centres of commercial importance throughout Southern 

and South Eastern Asia and the Far East. At all these branches a complete 

banking service is available and, in particular, facilities are provided for the 

financing of international trade in co-operation with the Bank's offices)n London, 

Manchester and Liverpool, its agencies in New York and Hamburg and a world-

wide range of banking correspondents. 

BRANCHES IN ADEN 

255-181/182 Street No. 3, Section A, Crater, 
Main Road, Steamer Point. 



CABLE. FROM ADEN 

Aden-in touch with the world ... the centre of the vast Cable and Wireless telecommunica
tions network in the Middle East. The cable and wireless station in the Colony is to-day the 
key link on the trunk route from London to Australasia and the Far East-operating a 
service linking together the peoples of the British Commonwealth. 

CABLE & WIRELESS ( MID · EAST ) LIMITED 
ELECTRA HOUSE RAS BARA ' DII 

Telegrams: "PaUonjee." Telephone : 3983 

Pallonjee Dinshaw & CO. 
STEAMER PO I NT AN D ESPLANADE ROAD, C R ATE R, A D EN 

Agents for: 

The Gramophone Co. Ltd. (H.M.V. Radios and Domestic Electric Appliances) 
Messrs. Cow & Gate Ltd. (Baby Foods, etc.) 
Messrs. McEwan & Co. Ltd. (Beers & Ales) 

(Messrs. Wm. Younger & Co. Ltd. (Milk Stout) 
The White Horse Distillers Ltd. (Scotch Whisky) 

The Radiomobile Ltd. (Motor-car Radios) 
The " Elsan" Manufacturing Co. (Chemical Sanitation) 

Messrs. L. Rose & Co. Ltd. (Phosferine Tonic Wine) 
Messrs. Schweppes Ltd., London (Mineral Waters) 

The Empire of India Life Assurance Co. Ltd., Bombay 

PRINTERS AND STATIONERS DEALERS IN ARMS AND AMMUNITION 

Retailers of W ines, Spir its and Provisions of all descriptions 

Managers of the Water Supply 
and General Industries Ltd. 

- - - --~-~ - --
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Manufacturers of Aerated Waters, Carbon 
Dioxide Gas, Ice and Distilled Water 

CVS-2 t 

~oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo'ooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo o ooooo ~ 
c,.. . ..........--.-. 

P.O. BOX 6 PH ONE: 2271, 2511, 2184 

AmANAS BROS. (ADEN) · LIMITED 
and affiliated firms 

ADEN TOBACCO CO. LTD., and BRITANNIA COMMERCIAL CORPORATION, LTD. 

GENERAL MERCH ANTS, I MPORTERS, EXPORTERS, MANUFACTURERS' 

REPRESENTATIVES, TRANSIT AND FORWARDING AGENTS 

Esplanade Road~ Crater~ Aden 

R epresenting 

SHOW-ROOMS 
at BRITANNIA, 
the Crescent, 
Steamer Point 

MOTOR REPAIR AND 

SERVICE STATION 

Rootes Ltd. (Humber, Hillman; Sunbeam Talbot 
Cars and Commer and Karrier Trucks). 

English Electric Co. Ltd. (Domestic Appliances). 
Carreras Ltd. (Craven "A" and Piccadilly No. 1 

Cigarettes). 
Ronson Products Ltd. 
Phoenix Assurance Co. Ltd., England (All Classes 

of Accident, Fire and Marine Insurance). 
Longines Watch Co. (Francillon) Ltd., Switzerland. 
Baume & Co. Ltd. (Baume & Heuer Watches). 
Coventry Victor Motor Co. Ltd. (Diesel Outboard 

Engines). 
Triumph Engineering Co. Ltd. (Motor-cycles). 
Continental Components Ltd. (Air Conditioners). 
North British Rubber Co. Ltd. (Motor Tyres and 

Tubes). 
The British Seagul Co. Ltd. (Outboard Motors). 
Gaskel & Chambers Ltd. (Water Coolers). 
Tuborg Breweries Ltd. (Beer). 
Curran Oils Ltd. (Lubricating Oils). 
Ferranti Ltd. (Radios). 
Polak's Frutal Works N.V. (Perfumes, Essences, 

Essential Oils). . 
G.B. Carpano (Italian Vermouth). 
Louis De Salignac (Cognacs and Brandies). 
.Tustus Van Maurik N .V. (Dutch Cigars). 
Vespa (Motor Scooters). 

Affiliated cOlDpani es in E thiopia, French SOlDaliland and Egypt 

q OOOQOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO0000000000000000000000 
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Telephone No. : ADEN 2308 Telegrams : " JYOTI " 

SUNDERJI KALIDAS & SONS 
IMPORT EXPORT 

Section B, Street No. I 

DIRECT IMPORTERS AND STOCKISTS OF: 

Bush Radios Ltd., London Bush Radio Receiving Sets 
Trix Electrical Co. Ltd., London Trlxette Electrical Gramophones 

Agfa Camerawerk, Munchen, Germany Agfa Cameras and Accessories 
Farbenfabriken Bayer, Leverkusen, Gennany Dyes, Pharmaceutical Products and Photo Goods 

Badische Anilin & Soda Fabrik, Ludwigshafen A. Rhein, G ermany Indigo and Dyestuffs 
Farbewerke Hocchst A .G. Frankfurt, Germany Napthol Colours and Dyestuffs 

Casella Farbwerk, Mainkur, Germany Dyestuffs and Auxiliaries 
L. Diani, Milano, Italy Cotton Textiles, Rayon Piecegoods, Rayon Yarn and Sundry Articles 

Torpedo Werke, Germany " Torpedo" Typewriters 
G. M. Pfaff, Kaiserslautern Pfaff Sewing Machines 

Christian Dierig, A.G. Grey Sheetings, Printed and Plain Cotton Piecegoods 

Telegrams: "ABOULNOOR." Telephone: 3578 

Import - Export 

EBRAHIM M. RAHIMTULLA & Sons Ltd. 
Insurance and Shipping Agents 

P.O. BOX 65 

MEMBERS OF THE 

ADEN SHIPPING CONFERENCE AND THE ADEN CHAMBER OF COMMERCE 

(~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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ROJPES 
Wire ropes * nylon ropes * hemp cordage 

* canvas * sailcloth and cargo nets * 

British Ropes Limited 
Stockist: A. BESSE & co. (ADE N) LTD. 

Telegrams : ' Besse, Aden ' 
Telephone Nos. Aden 446, 447 & 448 
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By Appointment 
Scotch Whisky Distil!ers 

to the late King' George VI 
Wm. Sanderson & Son, Ltd. 

WM. SANDERSON & SON LTD. LEITH 

London: 63 PALL MALL, S.W.I. 
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When writing to 

advertisers 

please mention this 

journal 

Published by the House Magazine Publishing Ageucy, 

"Carsona," Crawley Down, Sussex, for the Aden Port 

Trust. Printed by Letchworth Printers Ltd., Letchworth, 

Hertfordshire, England. 
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